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NEW FROM STEVEN HALPERN
Next-Gen Brain Balancing Music

COMBINES: HEALING MUSIC • BRAINWAVE ENTRAINMENT • SUBLIMINAL AFFIRMATIONS

- Relieves Stress on Contact
- Supports Healing & Relaxation
- A Natural Meditative “High”
- Enhances Focus & Creativity
- Improved Sleep
- Mindful Awareness at the speed of sound

STEVEN HALPERN

Grammy nominated recording artist, a founding father of New Age music, pioneering sound healing and researcher
Workshop Sat. 2 PM

Available from Amazon, iTunes & StevenHalpern.com • 1-800-909-0707

“Steven Halpern’s music has created a soundtrack for our evolutionary journey.”
— MARIANNE WILLIAMSON
bestselling author of “A Return to Love”

Available from Amazon, iTunes & StevenHalpern.com • 1-800-909-0707

Toll Free: 800-367-5777
## Exhibitor List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Booth</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes Christy, Custom Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cariya Hure, Custom Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Delong Lu, Crystal Visionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Emma Maria, Lightwork Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Francisco, Mediumship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Gabriel, Mediumship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Grace, Mediumship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hana, Mediumship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Isadora, Mediumship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Joseph, Mediumship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Kali, Mediumship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Lila, Mediumship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Mia, Mediumship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Nia, Mediumship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Phoenix, Mediumship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Rachel, Mediumship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Sophia, Mediumship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Tessa, Mediumship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Ula, Mediumship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Vesta, Mediumship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Xanthe, Mediumship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Yoli, Mediumship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Zara, Mediumship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Stewart will be giving MIRACLE WORKSHOPS during the Conscious Life Expo. Please see him at booth 93 for angelic directives and the oracle!

Lecture: “ANGELIC GRACE”
Friday, Feb. 10th at 8pm | Room Century C

Workshop: “THE SHINING ONES”
Sunday, Feb. 12th at 12pm | Room Newport B

---

**Exhibitor List**

### Conscious Life Expo

**156**
Hearts Center Community
Keys for Greater Spiritual Mastery

**158**
Holamne Harris Awakening Center
Life Coach

**161**
High Chi Energy Jewelry
Jewelry that Uplifts and Protects

**211**
HOLOS® - One Humanity
The Symbol for One Humanity

**215**
Honey Colony
Healing Products

**251**
House of Alaia
Innovated Jewelry for your Soul

**254**
IAC - Academy of Consciousness
Out-of-Body Experiences and Evolution

**257**
Ihsan’s Falafel
Fermented Specialties

**316**
Ihsan’s Falafel
Hot Falafel, Unique Slaws & Pickles

**343**
Imak’esh Organics
Organic SuperFoods and Nourishing Meals

**359**
Indian Vedic Oracle
Palm Reader/Numerology/Psychic/ Past Life

**382**
Iridology Examination
Discover your Health Through Your Eyes

**390**
Itty Bitty Publishing
Become a Published Author

**403**
J.P. Trading
Portable Massage Units

**428**
Jens of Crystal
Evolution and the Language of Light

**451**
Jonah of God’s Crystal Bed
Reiki Energy Healing

**454**
Jyorei Spiritual Healing
Purifying Energy for the Spirit

**462**
Kala Imports
Singing Bowls, Jewelry, Crystal

**479**
Kala Imports
Superfood Chocolate

**558**
Kurtis Lee
Orgonix Orgonite

**601**
Lakanto
Monk Fruit Sweetener

**609**
Legacy Series
View the Future

**631**
Light Alkemi
Alchemy Lamps for Well Being

**653**
Litios Light Crystals
Discover the Gate of Ascension within You

**660**
Love You Revolution
Empowering Messages on Clothes

**687**
Macklin Ministries
Divine Intuitive Healing

**689**
Mas Sajady
Experiential Intelligence Activation

**719**
Master Sha
Holistic, Spiritual, Soul Healing

**727**
Meditation Relaxation Stone Past Lives

**732**
Mushrooms, Herbs & Greens

**749**
Mythical Foods
Holistic, Spiritual, Soul Healing

**766**
Naturals
Lipsticks & Lipglosses

**799**
Numinos Organite
Mind Organite Art and Jewelry

**840**
Orgonix Orgonite
Fine Organite Art and Jewelry

**849**
P.H. Secrets
CBD Products

**850**
Parag Pattrani
Reiki Crystals and Such

**875**
Parrish Products
Spiritual, Soul Healing

**906**
Pauline, Inc.
Meditation Relaxation Stone Past Lives

---

**Exhibitor List**

**253**
Keiko Anaguchi
Channeling the Japanese Goddess Amaterasu

**273**
Kelly Hampton
Spirit Healing, Mediumship Readings

**295**
Kurtis Lee
Orgone Crystal Pyramids and Jewelry

**309**
LA Eco Village
Sustainable Community Living

**335**
Lakanto
Monk Fruit Sweetener

**340**
Legacy Series
View the Future

**358**
Light Alkemi
Alchemy Lamps for Well Being

**362**
Lisa Light Crystals
Discover the Gate of Ascension within You

**382**
Love You Revolution
Empowering Messages on Clothes

**409**
Macklin Ministries
Divine Intuitive Healing

**426**
Mas Sajady
Experiential Intelligence Activation

**443**
Master Sha
Holistic, Spiritual, Soul Healing

**460**
Medicine Wheel
Native American Animal Medicine

**477**
Mozaic
Crystal Healing for Healing

**503**
Mushrooms, Herbs & Greens

**520**
Mythical Foods
Holistic, Spiritual, Soul Healing

**537**
Naturals
Lipsticks & Lipglosses

**554**
Numinos Organite
Fine Organite Art and Jewelry

**563**
Organonix Orgonite
Mind Organite Art and Jewelry

**576**
P.H. Secrets
CBD Products

**586**
Parag Pattrani
Reiki Crystals and Such

**602**
Parasol Products
Spiritual, Soul Healing

**629**
Pauline, Inc.
Meditation Relaxation Stone Past Lives

---
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**Conscious Life Expo**

**FSP is for those seeking deep personal healing and clearing. It can be an experience that redirects your life toward your spiritual fulfillment.**

**FSP is for those seeking deep personal healing and clearing. It can be an experience that redirects your life toward your spiritual fulfillment.**

---

**Conscious Life Expo**

**Mount Shasta Summer Intensive courses 2017**

By Keiko Anaguchi

---

**Full Sensory Perception (FSP) is a program for accelerating your spiritual growth and fulfillment. It is open to everyone who seeks to live in alignment with their Higher Self and to be in the consciousness of Oneness. FSP is the beginning program for everyone participating in the Dolphin Star Temple Mystery School.**

**In FSP classes you learn to open your full sensory perceptions of clairvoyance, clairaudience, intuition, and channeling healing energy. It is a path toward wholeness, Oneness, and becoming consciously responsible for aligning with the Divine and maintaining a connection with God/Goddess/All-That-Is. In FSP you learn self-help tools for releasing ego-identity and clearing what holds you back on your spiritual path. Class sessions include group meditations, spiritual teachings, and supervised healing work conducted in pairs.**

**FSP is for those seeking deep personal healing and clearing. It can be an experience that redirects your life toward your spiritual fulfillment and living in impecability. It is also for those interested in learning the healing skills needed in order to be a healing practitioner or teacher.**

---

**Conscious Life Expo**

**Stewart Pearce**

**ANGELIC SOUND HEALING**

www.stewartpearce.com

---

**Conscious Life Expo**

**Stewart Pearce**

**ANGELIC SOUND HEALING**

---

**Conscious Life Expo**

**Exhibitor List**

**T 21**
Gorgeous Goddesswear
Unique Clothing

**T 28**
Grail Movement
Work in the Light of Truth

**P 13**
Gypsy Jenny
Beautiful Custom Clothing

**P 4**
Hair Intelligence
Natural Hair Care

**357**
Hans King
Hans Christian King

**155**
Happy Science
Spiritual Teachings

**M901**
Heal Your Life
Louise Hay Workshop Leader Training

**T 16**
Healing Hands
Quality Massage and Bodywork

**107**
Health n Beauty Connection
Whole Body Vibration

---

**Conscious Life Expo**

**Buy Discount Tickets at www.consciouslifeexpo.com**

Toll Free: 800-367-5777
**Conscious Life Expo**

**Exhibitor List**

- **M14** Rosezella’s Way
  - Animal Communication
- **102** Sacred Altar
  - Sacred and Beautiful Things for your Altar
- **T15** Sacred Friends
  - Sacred Geometry Pendants, Miron Violet Glassware
- **Food 2** Samosa House
  - Indian Vegetarian & Vegan Food
- **P31** Sea Shepherd
  - Marine Wildlife Conservation
- **303** Sebastian
  - Psychic Readings
- **P33** Seed Library of LA
  - Seed Collecting and Education for Growers
- **700** Seicho-No-Ie
  - Truth of Life
- **402** Shambhala
  - Global Community
- **104** Share International
  - The World Teacher is Here!
- **M26** Shaila Maryam
  - Beaded Shawls, Bags and More
- **405** Signed IL Y Viami: Daniel Akshaya Patra Series
- **M13** Silk Art Creations
  - Hand-Painted Silk Art
- **305** Sinus Ascended Masters
  - Ascended Masters Wisdom
- **P32** Sky Watch
  - Chemicals and Geoengineering Awareness
- **Food 1** SoiTribe
  - Vegan Vegetarian Comfort Food
- **502** Songbird Ocarinas
  - America’s Finest Ocarinas
- **T19** Sonya Grace
  - Author, Mystic Healer

---

**Conscious Life Expo**

**Exhibitor List**

- **356** Spice Pharm, Inc
  - Golden Goddess Elixirs
- **105** Spiritual Awareness Center
  - Psychic, Tarot, Crystal, Chakra Readings
- **455** Star Magic
  - Powerful ExtraTerrestrial Light Frequency
- **508** Starfire Water
  - Structured Alkaline Performance Water
- **456** Steve Allen Media
  - PR with a Conscience
- **204** Stoned Parrot
  - Feather Smudging Prayer Fans
- **206** Success Center
  - Hypnotherapy Coaching & Training
- **98** Sun for your Soul
  - Spiritual Healing and Personal Transformation
- **255** Super Good Stuff
  - Transform Your Thoughts

---

**Conscious Life Expo**

**Exhibitor List**

- **M12** Tanya Mikaela
  - Artist; Collage, Stationery, Custom Art
- **95** Team Light
  - A Higher Frequency of Existence
- **93** The Angels of Atlantis
  - The Twelve Angels of Atlantis
- **732** The Light Party
  - Health, Peace and Freedom for All
- **P7** Tower Gardens
  - Aeronic Tower Gardens
- **706** Tracee Dunblazer
  - Spiritual Empath
- **514** True Charisma
  - Learn to Communicate More Effectively
- **157** Unce Business Foundation
  - Books, DVDs, Classes:- Spiritual Healing

---

**PH Secrets**

TRANSFORMING THE WAY YOU DO CBD

We infuse herbs, roots, and oils from around the world and add CBD, vitamins, and supplements creating unique alternative products addressing all systems in your body.

Products: salves, tinctures, oils, etc.

We custom formulate

(858) 879-7470  www.phsecrets.com  Booth 203

Free Lecture Saturday 11am Century C
With Sonia Tompkins

---

**Speaker**

Dr. Angela Barnett

SAT, 10 a.m. in “Century C” at LAX HILTON

---

**New Book**

Dr. Angela Barnett is truly Mary Magdalene
Dr. Barnett has literally Raised the Dead

**Experience Individual Zero Point with the Eternal Life Album**
Conscious Life Expo

Permaculture

Toll Free: 800-367-5777

Sonja Grace
Mystic Healer

Booth T19

Spiritual Healing Panel
Sun., Feb. 12, 5-7 pm, Plaza Ballroom

Workshop:
The Spiritual Quest: Ultimate Freedom
Sat., Feb. 11, 4-5:30 pm
Room: Newport B

Lecture:
Spirit Traveler: Secrets of the Ancients
Sun., Feb. 12, 12-12:45 pm
Room: Century C

SonjaGrace.com

Dr. Susan Shumsky
Award-Winning, Best-Selling Author of 13 Books
Highly Respected Spiritual Teacher for 50 Years

The Power of Chakras: Hidden Wisdom of the Ancients
Sunday, Feb. 12, 12:00-1:30 pm, Los Angeles A
Dr. Shumsky’s unique look at the chakra system delves deeply into ancient literature to reveal the hidden mysteries of the ages.

Spiritual Healing Panel
Sunday, Feb. 12, 5:00-7:00 pm, Plaza Ballroom

www.divinerevelation.org, www.divinetravels.com

Permaculture Plaza

Natural Building Cob Workshop
How To Save Seeds
Permaculture Basics
Tonic Herbal Alchemy Elixir Making Workshop
Water & Environmental Degradation Panel
Urban Gardening Panel
Alternative Power Systems
Intentional Communities Panel
Nutritional Healing with Herbs and Superfoods
Chem Trails and Geo-Engineering

Panel Discussions, Workshops, Lectures, Exhibitors, Organic Cafe with Live Music, Kids Sprout Zone, Solutions, Solutions, Solutions!
**Programa Hispano**

**Conscious Life Expo**

**En el Carmel Room (ubicado en el segundo piso del Hilton).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VIERNES</th>
<th>SÁBADO</th>
<th>DOMINGO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td>Ceremonia de Apertura Portal de Luz Divina con músicos y maestros</td>
<td>Ceremonia de Apertura Mensajes para el 2017 con músicos y maestros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Superhéroes viendo con ojos vendados Noé Esperón</td>
<td>Codigos Binarios Estelares Ac-Tah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
<td>La Clave de tu Transformación Gita Pimental</td>
<td>Activación Radical Auto-Curativa Mas Sajady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
<td>El Propósito del Alma Julio Bevione</td>
<td>El Camino más Fácil Mabel Katz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>El Poder de la Intuición Dr. Ángel Luis Fernandez</td>
<td>El Quinto Acuerdo Don José Ruiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td>El Lenguaje del Contacto Extraterrestre Enrique Villanueva</td>
<td>Panel de Expertos El Futuro de la Humanidad Panelistas: Don José Ruiz, Ac-Tah, Julio Bevione Moderadora: Mabel Katz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Ceremonia de Apertura Convergencia Armónica para la Paz Mundial con músicos y maestros</td>
<td>Secretos Milenarios para Lograr la Salud y la Felicidad Master Sha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Chacas en la Era Dorada Cristian Ramos</td>
<td>La Nueva Ciencia y la Transformación del Mundo Nassim Haramein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00 PM</td>
<td>El Mensaje del Agua Michiko Hayashi</td>
<td>Panel de Expertos: Sanación y Espiritualidad René May, Dr. Eric Pearl, Carlos Caridad. Moderadora: Enrique Villanueva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 PM</td>
<td>Domina tu Respiración y Domina tu Vida Maheesh</td>
<td>Evento Especial Mensaje de Paz y Sanaición René Mey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 PM</td>
<td>Evento Especial Activación del Tercer Ojo y el Despertar del Sanador en ti Zarathustra</td>
<td>Ceremonia de Cierre Celebración de Amor y Luz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Por primera vez, no es un impedimento estar lejos o fuera del país para disfrutar de la valiosa información de las conferencias. En cualquier parte del mundo, transmisión en directo. Avísale a tus familiares y amigos que están en el exterior. Solo se necesita conectar a Internet, y por tres meses podrán tener acceso a 27 horas de grabación de todo el Programa Hispano de la Expo. Busca el botón de LIVE STREAM en: [www.ExpoVidaConsciente.com](http://www.ExpoVidaConsciente.com)
Conscious Life Expo

Friday Schedule

**Permaculture**  Bel Air  Plaza Ballroom

3 PM  Ray Cirino  Natural Building Cob Workshop  
Film Festival  see insert  
Jimmy Church is a radio and television host for the Game-Changer Network. Premiere Radio and The History Channel. FADE TO BLACK is syndicated on KJCR, KGSR, Heart Radio, TLS, Tutsin, and Spreker. Jimmy is also a VIP-host on Coast to Coast AM with George Noory and co-stars on History Channel’s Hangar 1: The UFO Files and Time Beings.

3:30  Free Event  ‘Fade to Black’ with Jimmy Church  
Jimmy Church invites you to join him, along with many expo speakers and friends as he broadcasts his show live from the Expo. Many of your favorite authors and guests are dropping by to chat throughout the evening, who knows what surprises are in store!

3:40  We Know Not What We Do  
Panel Discussion  
Post Film Discussion with Elizabeth Gaylynn Baker, Director.

4 PM  Alternative Power Systems  
Post Film Discussion  
Panel Discussion with Elizabeth Gaylynn Baker, Director.

4:30  6 pm – 8 pm  
Rooded In Peace  
American Yogi  
Odyssey to India  
Film Premiere  
Post Film Discussion with Greg Reitman, Director/Producer.

5 PM  7pm - 10pm  
American Yogi  
Fable to Black  
Be there to be part of the excitement as Fable to Black broadcasts live on radio & live-streamed to the world.

5:30  Rehmanna Dean  
Thomas Healing Thresholds  

6 PM  8 pm – 10 pm  
Mabel Katz  
Applying Ho’oponopono in Your Life  

8 PM  9 PM  
Barbara Lamb  
ET-Human Hybrids Living on Earth  

9 PM  10 PM  
Jason Martel  
10,000 B.C Lost Technology & Artifacts  


**Conscious Life Expo Workshops & Keynotes**

**Friday Workshops & Keynotes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4 PM</th>
<th>Los Angeles A</th>
<th>Los Angeles B</th>
<th>La Jolla</th>
<th>Marina</th>
<th>Newport B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 4:30 | Robert Peralta  
Extraterrestrials  
and the Divine  
Architects | Ann Bennett  
Rebel, Renegade  
& Revolutionary  
Branding for Transformational Times | Opening Ceremony  
5:30 - 7:00 | Roz Esposito  
What’s The Big Idea?  
Uncover Your Purpose, Your Passion and Get Into Action | Chiquita Jameson  
Are Your Breasts The Best They Can Be? |
| 5 PM |  |  |  |  |  |
| 5:30 |  |  |  |  |  |
| 6 PM |  |  |  |  |  |
| 6:30 |  |  |  |  |  |
| 7 PM |  |  |  |  |  |
| 7:30 |  |  |  |  |  |
| 8 PM |  |  |  |  |  |
| 8:30 |  |  |  |  |  |
| 9 PM |  |  |  |  |  |
| 10 PM |  |  |  |  |  |

**Friday Free Lectures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Century A</th>
<th>Century B</th>
<th>Century C</th>
<th>Century D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 3 PM | Jesper Bendsen &  
Helena Kalsmose  
ENGAGI - Good Vibes  
Wherever You Go | Dr. David Kearney  
The CHAA  
Workshop | Pavla Stuchlikova  
Transform YOUR Life -  
Everyday Tools | Shima Moore  
The Stargate Meditation:  
An Inter-Dimensional Doorway |
| 3:30 |  |  |  |  |
| 4 PM | Karen Coney  
Hair Is Speaking to You | Tullu Gyalwa  
Jampa Rinpoche  
Buddha Material Awakens the Soul Meditation | Lai Ubberud  
Direct Past Life Readings | Roberto Gaetaen  
Energy and Life 101 |
| 4:30 |  |  |  |  |
| 5 PM |  |  |  |  |
| 5:30 |  |  |  |  |
| 6 PM | Lyra  
Recharge, Reenergize, Recuperate | Alexandra  
Discovering Your Path | Brian Berman  
HOLOS for Love, Peace and Unity | Serena Wright Taylor  
Applying Formative Times  
and the Divine Architects |
| 6:30 |  |  |  |  |
| 7 PM | Terry Lee Brussel  
Meet Your Parallel Selves | Lorraine Fisherty &  
Alexandra Wenman  
Freedom Through Wisdom | Kurtis Lee Thomas  
Spiritual Super -  
Tools 101 | Dr. Madalyn Kennedy  
Channeled Messages  
From RA-Lis |
| 7:30 |  |  |  |  |
| 8 PM |  |  |  |  |
| 8:30 |  |  |  |  |
| 9 PM |  |  |  |  |
| 9 PM |  |  |  |  |

**Century D**

5:30 pm - 7 pm  
LA Jolla Room  

**Free Event**  
**Planetary Healing**

Broadcast Free Around the World

Achieving a delicate alchemical balance between the four primary elements: Air, Earth, Fire and Water- we can find another sweet spot for planetary healing and spiritual resonance. During this hour of ceremony join with our esteemed guests and participate in the generation of a powerful light that can crystalize and radiate out from our little Expo and heal the Earth and all life on Earth. Join us in bridging space time with the wisdom beings and letting our intergalactic friends know that we want to be a peaceful Planet and are ready to ascend into the intergalactic dimensions.

**Ceremony with the Four Elements**

Intentioning World Peace

We bring all our combined positive energy into focus. Join the shamans as we make magic and heal the world.

**EARTH**

Presented by  
John Perkins

**AIR**

Presented by  
Barbara Marx Hubbard

**FIRE**

Presented by  
Lynn Andrews

**WATER**

Presented by  
Michiko Hayashi


Buy Discount Tickets at www.consciouslifeexpo.com  
Toll Free: 800-367-5777
Robert Perala

Robert presents a remarkable look into our relationship with Extraterrestrials and the Divine Creation. You are surrounded by a host of support systems: Spiritual Guides, Loved Ones Who Have Passed Over, Extraterrestrial Intelligence, and the Spiritual Healing Masters. Robert showcases a variety of important subjects that apply directly to you. Learn about the origin of the soul, why you are here sent. Ancient writings and lost texts point out that we are watched over by the ET faction known as the Pleiadeans and the Angelics. The presentation is visually stunning with a large individual personal empowerment, coping and preparing for the massive shifts in consciousness that surround us and our Earth.

Robert Perala has just released his new revised edition of The Divine Architect: The Art of Living and Beyond. He is noted for his famous abduction by extraterrestrial astronauts leaving him with a sunbomb and a long recovery period which led to his lifelong spiritual quest for answers in the cosmos. He has been seen and heard on: Snowtime, Coast to Coast AM, and is host of his own The Perala Report.

Barbara Lamb

ET-Human Hybrids Living on Earth

Having met and extensively interviewed eight individuals and hybrids who live among us on earth, Barbara shares how they were hybridized by various species of ETs, how they discovered they are hybrid and found their special skills and mission on earth and how they are carrying out their missions. Each of them is trying to upgrade the consciousness of humanity and come to a better understanding of ETs. Illustrations will show six of these hybrids and pictures of the ET species whose genetics they carry. Details are in the book Meet The Hybrids, by Miguel Mendonca and Barbara Lamb.

Barbara Lamb, MS, MFT, CHT is a psychotherapist, hypnotherapist and regression therapist who specializes in Extraterrestrial Encounters and Hybrid beings. After years of conducting 2600 regressions and learning about ET-Human hybrids living on board UFOs, she began to know Hybrids who are living on earth among us.

Jason Martell

Lost ancient civilizations built structures all over the earth that align to specific cosmological alignments in the heavens and show evidence of advanced technology used to build them. Ancient man used the movements of the heavens like a grand celestial clock and built monuments to mark where they were in this larger cycle of time that we today call the precession of the equinox.

See the artifacts and evidence that ancient man possessed advanced understanding of mathematics, astronomy and science much further back than modern science academicians currently recognize.

Jason Martell is a leading researcher specializing in ancient civilization technologies. His research has been featured worldwide on numerous television and radio networks such as The Discovery Channel, Syfy Channel, and the BBC. He is a regular guest on the History Channel show Ancient Aliens Lecturing throughout the world, he has dedicated his studies to Ancient Artifacts, Planet X, Ancient Astronauts and the structures on Mars. He is planning stages of several groundbreaking international research expeditions.

Ann Bennett

Rebel, Renegade & Revolutionary Branding for Transformational Times

Experience the power of liberating your experience in visual and graphic design to help somatic entrepreneurs (and a few good men) build their STAND OUT personal brands and boost their profits. Ann works with purpose driven entrepreneurs who do transformational work so they can build a profitable brand platform. Ann has brought her talents to many major magazines from Popular Mechanics to Vogue. Ann’s personal slogan and the cornerstone of all her programs is, “It’s smart to fit in...but it’s brilliant to stand out.”

Ann Bennett is an International Speaker, Best Selling Author, Coach and Brand Profit Builder. Ann uses her 25 years experience in visual and graphic design to help women entrepreneurs (and a few good men) build their STAND OUT personal brands and boost their profits. Ann works with purpose driven entrepreneurs who do transformational work so they can build a profitable brand platform. Ann has brought her talents to many major magazines from Popular Mechanics to Vogue. Ann’s personal slogan and the cornerstone of all her programs is, “It’s smart to fit in...but it’s brilliant to stand out.”

Ann Bennett has over 25 years experience in visual and graphic design to help women entrepreneurs (and a few good men) build their STAND OUT personal brands and boost their profits. Ann works with purpose driven entrepreneurs who do transformational work so they can build a profitable brand platform. Ann has brought her talents to many major magazines from Popular Mechanics to Vogue. Ann’s personal slogan and the cornerstone of all her programs is, “It’s smart to fit in...but it’s brilliant to stand out.”

Roz Esposito

What’s The Big Idea? Uncover Your Purpose, Your Passion and Get into Action

How many times have you thought about that one thing you would love to do, but it feels way too big? So you forget about it – fuck it away from your unconscious, where from time to time, it tugs at you. How about we dig it out, dust it off and make it happen? I believe we came here with a Divine purpose indelibly etched on our hearts and along with that, the talents and abilities to make it happen. Gratefully, my path has led me to uncover, own and honor my Divine purpose and I want to assist you in doing the same. Join me in taking this adventure to the core of your being.

Roz Esposito is a Religious Science Minister, an NLP Practitioner, playwright, author, award-winning songwriter, stand-up comic and three-time marathon race-walker. Through her workshops, personal development and accomplishments, Roz exemplifies the principle that we can be or do anything we put our hearts and minds to. She is currently the Assistant Minister/Ministerial Director of the Consciousness Center OC and in January she is doing a reading of her original musical in New York City.

Chiqeeta Jameson

Are Your Breasts The Best They Can Be?

Raising Dense Breast Tissue awareness for early breast cancer detection. Until there’s a CURE find it SMALL. It’s the new BIG! If You’re Dense, Then You Need To Be Smart! Why You Need To Know Your Breast Density. The standard of breast health care must change! Over 50000 breast cancers are missed each year by screening mammography. 35-40% will have spread beyond the breast. Women hold the power to change this “one size fits all cookie cutter” approach to the standard of breast care.

Chiqeeta Jameson has over a 28-year career as a top-producing sales professional, sales trainer and mentor of less-experienced salespeople. She is also a women’s health advocate for breast density education and was advancing healthcare to a Tedx Talk, about this subject, by the Dean of Education at Loyola Marymount University, Los Angeles.

Samanuel Kiwaz

Sacred Geometry, Ancient Wisdom for Modern Living

Spirit uses a finely tuned mathematical system of patterns of energetic vibration to create matter into form. In these modern times, we need to be especially vigilant of digital and high tech distractions; and prioritize the focus of our attention to the normal unfolding of creation. In this workshop, we will present ways of looking at patterns and frequencies as they come to us from nature. This will assist us in improving our health, our home and work environment. This way of being in is not only necessary, but essential to our happiness and survival.

Samanuel Kiwaz is a teacher, entrepreneur and community synergist who has taught Sacred Geometry Workshops for nearly 20 years. He has created a line of beautiful Sacred Geometry Mandala Pendants. Samuel also has created an extensive email list called the SacredFriends Community and enjoys sharing information on a daily basis about uplifting teachers and events that help people to arrive at their next level of spiritual development.

Saunas are a MUST

Phi will speak on Far-Infrared Energy - the life-giving rays from the sun - which is responsible for photosynthesis in plants, and mobilizing turtle eggs to hatch. In a Quality Sauna, one can experience these concentrated healing rays (which resonate with every cell of our body) causing cleansing, purification, detoxification. We feel invigorated and relaxed, inflammation, swelling and pain are reduced. Just 5 minutes in the Relax Sauna can greatly eliminate stress, and renew us.

Conscious Life Expo

Saturday Free Lectures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Century A</th>
<th>Century B</th>
<th>Century C</th>
<th>Century D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Revolutionary Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 AM</td>
<td>Dr. Antoine Chevalier: The Quantum</td>
<td>Clarice GV Chan: Feng Shui &amp;</td>
<td>Dr. Angela Barnett: Turning Into Light 2039</td>
<td>Keoki Tavares: Creating Intention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transfigurational Psychic Medium</td>
<td>Horoscopes of Yin Fire Rooster</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 AM</td>
<td>Kitty Wells: Longevity Secrets of Spices</td>
<td>Jerry Sargeant: Heal the You-Niverse?</td>
<td>Sonia Tompkins: Industrialized Hemp Cannabidiol</td>
<td>Keiko Anaguchi: Return to Divine Oneness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Create Success</td>
<td>World</td>
<td>your Consciousness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 PM</td>
<td>Dari Rulal Temple: Experience Inner Light</td>
<td>Jamye Price: Healing With Light Language</td>
<td>Dr. Tsu-Tsai Chi: Fingernail and Tongue</td>
<td>Tammy Lynn Calderon: Awaken, Balance and Optimize Your Chakras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Healing &amp; Meditation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 PM</td>
<td>Parag Pattani: Reiki: Beyond Physical Healing</td>
<td></td>
<td>Phillip Wilson: Far-Infrared Sauna are a MUST</td>
<td>Ted Mahr: Messages From the Masters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PM</td>
<td>Kimberly Meredith: Medical Intuitive Who</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Channels the Holy Spirit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in America</td>
<td>Daily Spirituality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 PM</td>
<td>Sky Kubby: Invincible Immunity and</td>
<td>Rion DeRouen: Bridging the Metaphysical</td>
<td>Nick Delgado: Look and Feel Immortal</td>
<td>Lorraine Flaherty, Olga Levanceku &amp; Alexandra Weoman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Everlasting Energy</td>
<td>and Physical Worlds</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reline, Align, Shine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 PM</td>
<td>Christina Avanes: Nourishing Body, Mind</td>
<td>Kelly Hampton: Healing With Star Healing</td>
<td>Eric Earl and Bert Allen: Manifesting Your</td>
<td>Sarah Jeane: Conscious Living With the Angels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Spirit!</td>
<td>Intergalactic Energy</td>
<td>Highest Life’s Purpose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Saturday Schedule

Toll Free: 800-367-5777
## Conscious Life Expo

**Saturday Workshops & Keynotes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Speaker/Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 AM</td>
<td>Los Angeles A</td>
<td>Free Special Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Kundalini Yoga with Guru Jagat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 AM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Michiko Hayashi: The Message from Water and The Emoto Peace Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>La Jolla</td>
<td>Lynn Andrews: Shapeshifting Into Bountiful Living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 AM</td>
<td>La Jolla</td>
<td>Lisa Garr: The New Power of You in Extreme Times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 PM</td>
<td>Marina</td>
<td>Susana Puelles: Reboot Your Body &amp; Brain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30</td>
<td>Newport B</td>
<td>Kimberly Meredith: Receiving the Miraculous Miracles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Dannion Brinkley: Clash of the Paradigma II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Whitley Strieber: Stories From a Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>John Perkins: Perceiving New Personal / Global Realities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Mas Sajady: Radical Self-Healing Activation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Tracey Ash: The Reality Revolution &amp; Ancient Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Maureen St. Germain: Break Out of the 3D Polarity Matrix Into Your 5D Self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Joanna Garzilli: Big Miracles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Master Sha: Tao Secrets For Improving Health and Happiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Steven Halpern: Mindfulness, Meditation, Music &amp; Higher Consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Ron Amitron: Alien Technology: Abductions,逐渐, Cloning and Timelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Julio Bevone: Spirituality in Times of Chaos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 AM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Linda Moulton Howe: Computer Simulation Universe?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Matt Kahn &amp; Julie Ditmar: Liberated by Love</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Emily Shanti: Doorway to Higher Consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Sonja Grace: The Spiritual Quest: Ultimate Freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>William Henry: The Light Body: The Ultimate Ancient Alien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Richard Dolan: Extraterrestrial, Interdimensional, and More</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Gail Thackray: Healing Pain by Releasing Emotional Blocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Diana Maxwell: Embody &amp; Radiate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Lori Spagna: Sacred Energy Healing Transmissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Blake Bauer: Unconditional Self Love Mastery and Qi Gong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Gail Thackray: The Antarctic Atlantis: Cosmic History of the Illuminati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>David Wilcock: 5th Dimension Quantum Group Healing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 AM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Zarathustra: Interactive ‘Energy Playshop’ with Gifts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Kaitlyn Key: Nutritional Healing With Herbs &amp; Super Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>David Christopher Lewis: Anastasia’s Vision &amp; Permaculture Today</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Joseph Montgomery: Herbal Micro Gardening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>David King: Growing Food in Southern California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Jessenia Garcia: How to Save Your Seeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Rick Perillo: Permaculture Basics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 PM</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Special Event - George Noory Forum in the Plaza Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 PM</td>
<td>La Jolla</td>
<td>George Noory Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 PM</td>
<td>Newport B</td>
<td>George Noory Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 PM</td>
<td>Newport B</td>
<td>George Noory Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 PM</td>
<td>Newport B</td>
<td>George Noory Forum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

## Saturday Panels & Special Events

**Plaza Ballroom**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Panel Discussion</th>
<th>Speaker &amp; Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 AM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>Ancient Aliens: What If It Were True?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 AM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>Joseph Montgomery: Growing Food in Southern California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 AM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>David King: How to Save Your Seeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>Rick Perillo: Permaculture Basics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 PM</td>
<td>Special Event</td>
<td>George Noory Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>What If It Were True? Hosted by Jimmy Church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>Growing Food in Southern California Hosted by Debra Giusti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>How to Save Your Seeds Hosted by Debra Giusti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>George Noory Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>George Noory Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>George Noory Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>George Noory Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>George Noory Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>George Noory Forum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Permaculture Bel Air**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Panel Discussion</th>
<th>Speaker &amp; Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 AM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>Ancient Aliens: What If It Were True?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 AM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>Joseph Montgomery: Growing Food in Southern California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 AM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>David King: Growing Food in Southern California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>How to Save Your Seeds Hosted by Debra Giusti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 PM</td>
<td>Special Event</td>
<td>George Noory Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>What If It Were True? Hosted by Jimmy Church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>Growing Food in Southern California Hosted by Debra Giusti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>How to Save Your Seeds Hosted by Debra Giusti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>George Noory Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>George Noory Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>George Noory Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>George Noory Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>George Noory Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td>George Noory Forum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

## Conscious Life Expo

**Healthy Food At The Expo**

- **Papua**
  - *Vegan, Vegetarian, Gluten Free*
  - **Ihsan’s Falafel**
  - **O’Cacao**
  - **Softtribe**
  - **Imlakesh Organics**

**Buy Discount Tickets at www.consciouslifeexpo.com**

**Toll Free: 800-367-5777**
Over all the years of my teaching, I have discovered that two main things hold people back from living a Bountiful Life: fears around aging and death. Come with me into the world of shamansm and discover how to overcome these fears. Learn to tap into your inner nature and embrace the blessings of any season of life. Learn what The Sisterhood of the Shields teaches us about a deep, internal beauty that comes with age, and a wisdom that only comes with experience. Journey to the domain of the Masters - meditation. Join me in Shapeshifting as we discover the beauty of aging, and the certainty that life truly is a celebration of passages.

Lynn Andrews is the best-selling author of the Medicine Woman series of books chronicling over three decades of work with indigenous shaman women from four different continents. Lynn is a highly skilled shaman woman in her own right who is recognized worldwide as a leader in the fields of spiritual healing and personal empowerment.

This is the key question in the TV series ‘Ancient Aliens’ and the question Ancient Astronaut theorists have posed since Erich von Daniken’s Chariots of the Gods was first published in 1968. Are we continuously examining scientific, archaeological, astronomical, and historical evidence to find the answer. Modern inventions such as ground penetrating radar, satellite images and thermal scanning are revealing even more evidence of possible extra-terrestrial visitors and advanced technology in our ancient past. Will these findings change our worldview of aniquity and rewrite our history books? Bring your questions, we will ponder the answers together!

Moderated by Jimmy Church, Host of ‘Fade to Black’ on the Game Changer Network, one of the highest rated paranormal radio shows on the internet. He also appears on Hanger One: The UFO Files.

Jason Martell is a leading researcher in ancient civilization technologies. Lecturing throughout the world, he has dedicated his studies to Ancient Artifacts, Planet X, Ancient Astronauts and the structures on Mars.

Serena Wright Taylor is a UFO researcher, producer, astrologer and adherent of the ancient wisdom of the Vedas which chronicles an advanced civilization on earth with ship, wings and advanced technology.

David Hatcher Childress is known as the real-life Indiana Jones to the many fans of his books. He is the author or coauthor of over 20 books. As an adventerous explorer, he has traveled the world several times over.

Linda Moulton Howe is an Emmy Award winning TV producer, Reporter and Editor of Earthfiles.com. Linda has explored and investigated many ancient land-marks, including sites in Turkey, Egypt and UK.

Mike Bara is a New York Times bestselling author and TV personality. Mike has publicly lectured on the subjects of space science, NASA physics, UFOs and the link between science and spirit.

David Wilcock is a researcher of ancient civilizations, consciousness science, new physics and new paradigms of matter and energy. He is a bestselling author and stars in three shows on the Gaia Network.

William Henry is an investiga-tive mythologist, author and TV personality. For over twenty years he has been a trusted voice on the subject of human ascension and our interactions with otherworldly beings.

In these ever-changing times, it is vitally important to understand the power of our own potential. In this workshop, transformational media catalysts, Lisa Garr and Jennifer McLean, combine their knowledge and healing abilities to help you release where you have been limiting yourself so you can launch into the resilient and brilliant person you truly are. You will experience a visualization that allows you to walk through fear-based beliefs into an experience of your authentic self. You will come out of this workshop being able to embrace the light and the darkness inside of you and as you change and accept all parts of you, everything around you will begin to respond and change too.

Lisa Garr a popular transformational radio host on KPFK’s “The Aware Show”, WBAI (New York) Hay House Radio and “Coast to Coast AM”,Lisa reaches out over four million global listeners monthly. Lisa is committed to programming that inspires positive growth. Her best-selling book, Becoming Aware: How to Repattern Your Brain and Revitalize your Life outlines her recovery from a tragic brain injury and how she found her voice to affect change in others.

Jennifer McLean founder and CEO of McLean Masterworks, Jennifer produces Healing with the Masters Seminars merging digital and traditional marketing with her passion for healing. In her book, Spontaneous Transformation, she has implemented an innovative formula for success and well-being helping thousands liberate withheld energy from illness.
Dannion Brinkley

**Clash of the Paradigms - II**

As we stand at the precipice of an unprecedented paradigm shift in consciousness, it becomes imperative we realize how, and why, this massive change is occurring. In this presentation, Dannion will reveal the starting information in the last two Boxes of Knowledge, given to him during his first NDE, in 1975. These revelations contain specifically to this period in our human evolution. We must now take stock of not only where we are, but who we are. Dannion will help to transform your decision making process, as you prepare to create a new worldview. Do not miss this spellbinding lecture!

Dannion Brinkley is the NY Times bestselling author of the internationally acclaimed classic, *Saved by the Light*. As an expert on NDEs, end-of-life care and the grieving process, his organization, The Twilight Brigade, trains volunteers to be bedside with Veterans in final transition. Dannion internationally acclaimed classic, *Saved by the Light*, Dannion Brinkley is the NY Times bestselling author of the internationally acclaimed classic, *Saved by the Light*. More recently he has published *Solving the Communion Enigma* and, with Rice University professor Jeffrey J. Kripal, *Super Natural: A New Vision of the Unexplained*. This groundbreaking book is also going to be made into a major motion picture! Whiteley's books the Wolfen, The Hunger, Communion and Superstorm (written with Art Bell) have all been made into movies, and his Alien Hunter series was the basis for the SyFy Channel's 2016 series from Gale Anne Hurd, Hunters.

*Radical Self-Healing Activation through Timeless Consciousness*

Join Mas in this highly charged workshop and immerse yourself in the elevated frequencies that Mas embodied after his near death experiences. Dive deep into your own frequency core and learn how to move away from your time-bound consciousness and to stop living from deep and debilitating patterns. Start operating from an Experiential Intelligence... where radical self-healing is achieved through timeless consciousness to instantly reach all areas of your life for rapid, tangible and seemingly miraculous transformations. To expedite your progress, listen to Mas' free chart of high strangeness to his latest close encounter experiences. You will teach that consciousness and perception govern human behavior. In this workshop John will discuss Quantum physics, chaos theory, modern psychology, and John's experiences as economic hitman – teach that consciousness and perception govern human behavior. In this workshop John will discuss Quantum physics, chaos theory, modern psychology, and John's experiences as economic hitman –

*The Reality Revolution*


**Conscious Life Expo**

**Saturday 12 - 1:30 pm**

**Marina Room**

Free Workshop

**Newport B Room**

Free Workshop

**Keynote Workshop**

**La Jolla Room**

**Conscious Life Expo**

**Saturday 11:30 - 1:30 pm**

**Conference ON, Maui Ballroom**

**Panel Discussion: Ascension Now!**

This Panel of Ascension Experts will share their experiential and up-to-date knowledge of the complex Ascension process taking place on the planet now, revealing practical steps to help you develop the skills you can apply in your daily life. Be open to awakening your hidden knowledge, activating ancient codes, and charging your energy field with Light Consciousness, to accelerate your personal evolution during this powerful time of global awakening!

**Debra Giusti** for the past 35 years has been on the leading edge of progressive culture, supporting “Neu Paradigm” evolution, personal transformation, sustainable lifestyles, and community. She founded and managed the original Harmony Festival in Santa Rosa beginning in 1980.

**Matt Kahn and Julie Dittmar** are spiritual leaders and intuitives who offer messages and energetic transmissions to serve the awakening of humanity. Matt Kahn is the author of the best-selling book “Whatever Arises, Love That.”

**John Perkins**

Perceiving New Personal / Global Realities

We have entered history’s greatest revolution: the Consciousness Revolution. Across the planet people are waking up: we must change the way we perceive our relationship to ourselves and the world. Quantum physics, chaos theory, modern psychology, and John’s experiences as economic hitman – teach that consciousness and perception govern human behavior. In this workshop John will discuss how “mindfulness” combines with science, psychology, and shamanism to alter perceptions. You will learn about the power of the Consciousness Revolution to transform objective reality and you will be guided through a shamanic journey that brings inner peace and empowers your personal connection with global transformation.

John is a founder and board member of Dream Change and The Pachamama Alliance, non-profit organizations devoted to establishing a world future generations will want to inherit, has lectured at Harvard, Oxford, and more than 50 other universities around the world, and is the author of books on indigenous cultures and transformation, including *Shapeshifting*, *The World Is As You Dream It*, *Psychonavigation*, *Spirit Of The Shuar*, and *The Stress-Free Habit*. He has been featured on ABC, NBC, CNN, CNBC, NPR, A&E, the History Channel, Time, The New York Times, The Washington Post, Cosmopolitan, Elle, Der Spiegel, in many other publications, as well as in numerous documentaries including *The End Of Poverty*, *Zeitgeist Addendum*, and *Apology Of An Economic Hit Man*. He was awarded the Lenny Ono Grant for Peace in 2012, and the Rainforest Action Network Challenging Business As Usual Award in 2018. John learned the powers of perceived reality to change objective reality from Amazon shamans in 1968-71, honed them as an economic hit man, and has since used them to help individuals, corporations, and governments create a better world. Toll Free: 800-367-5777
Saturday 2 - 3:30 pm

Los Angeles A Room

General Workshop

Maureen St. Germain
Break Out of the 3D Reality Matrix into Your 5D Self

Need help sorting it all out? You are part of the solution! The Ascension consists of many (eventually all) of us choosing to become, without dying, Ascended Masters, right here, right now. It’s far more available and attainable than you may comprehend. Begin to understand your “new normal” consists of magical shifts and changes! Maureen is known to provide you with understanding and practical tools to help you navigate this new territory. Solving problems is easy in 3D on 3D problems! Galvanize and grow into your 5D God-self with new tools for ascension.

Mystic, Author and Akashic Records Guides Founder, Maureen St. Germain is known for Ascension awareness tools producing self-empowerment and transformation. Teaching worldwide since 1994, her numerous published works (books, CDs, DVDs) are best sellers on Amazon and in bookstores and have been translated into Italian, Chinese and Russian.

Saturday 2 - 3:30 pm

Los Angeles B Room

General Workshop

Joanna Garzilli
Big Miracles

Experience the power of actively transforming your life with spiritual success coach Joanna Garzilli. Manifest everyday miracles, create radical prosperity and live a life filled with purpose, with the 11 spiritual rules for creating Big Miracles. Joanna will teach you exactly how to make huge positive changes in your life and to replace anxiety with tranquility, self-doubt with self-acceptance, and insecurity with certainty about your life purpose. In this inspiring workshop you lay the foundation with the first rule, Align with Spirit, as you experience a special guided meditation and enlightening interactive exercises to nurture your connection to Spirit and manifest your Big Miracles.

Joanna Garzilli is a spiritual success coach, motivational speaker and author of, Big Miracles* publishing by Harper Elixir on Valentine’s Day 2017. She has been featured in media worldwide and given intuitive guidance over the past twenty years for business leaders, entrepreneurs and celebrities. She lives with her husband, Nick and their son, Dominick.

Saturday 2 - 4 pm

Plaza Ballroom

Special Event

The George Noory Forum

Alien Technology and Human History

Ancient technology is embedded into our world at certain points all over the globe. Do these power spots help sustain the ley lines and keep the Spaceship functioning and in good orbit? Do these sacred sites generate the subtle energies that help balance all life? Are these ancient holy sites activation points for interdimensional travel?

Join George and guests as they discuss how alien technology has been interactive with human history and what’s going on now.

David Wilcock
Nassim Haramein
Dannion Brinkley
Laura Eisenhower
Whitley Strieber
William Henry

Tao Secrets for Improving Health & Happiness

Join Dr. & Master Zhi Gang Sha as he shares ancient Tao wisdom and practices for effectively accelerating your body’s natural healing process. Learn how to quickly boost your energy, giving you the needed strength to fight off stress and illnesses, and restore your natural power for alleviating chronic conditions. Learn simple yet effective Tao practices for activating your body’s powerhouse center of healing — amplifying your natural stamina for facing life’s challenges with calm strength and greater access to your soul wisdom. Your soul knows how to heal your whole being — learn how to tap into this powerful source of healing power.

Learn:

What is Soul Healing?
Greatest Love for healing
Say Hello Healing and Four Power Techniques
2 Powerful energy centers in your body: Lower Dan Tian & Snow Mountain Area

Dr. and Master Zhi Gang Sha is a world-renowned spiritual healer, a grandmaster of Tao and ancient Chinese arts, and a bestselling author of 21 books on alternative medicine. As a medical doctor trained in Western medicine, tradition-

Chinese medicine and acupuncture, he is the creator of Soul Mind Body Medicine®.

Los Angeles B Room Plaza Ballroom

General Workshop

Ron Amitron

Alien Technology Abduction, Implants & Cloning

In this workshop, Ron offers us a revealing look at Alien Technology which has been connected to humans! Participants will be offered the CLS profound clearings / healings, which gently release unseen harmful Alien technologies from us. Alien species don’t ask our permission! They travel using stargates, portals and vortexes. They’re stealth and use invisible technology to manipulate and control people. Have you been abducted? Find out how to tell if you’ve been abducted. Has an invisible tracking barcode been attached to you? Find out if you have an Alien personal handler. Ron exposes the Alien use of mind control transmissions, channeling, downloads, implants and installed robotic hardware. Discover the significance of recurring dates, numbers and keywords in your life. Learn how to release recycling traumatic energy from past events. Find out how energy from rituals and religions are accessed and used by Extraterrestrials. *NOTE: Bring drinking water to be activated with the vibrational Light frequency that your body needs.

Ron Amitron is a world-renowned spiritual healer, a grandmaster of Tao and ancient Chinese arts, and a bestselling author of 21 books on alternative medicine. As a medical doctor trained in Western medicine, tradition-

Chinese medicine and acupuncture, he is the creator of Soul Mind Body Medicine®.

Dr. & Master Zhi Gang Sha

Tao Secrets for Improving Health & Happiness

Join Dr. & Master Zhi Gang Sha as he shares ancient Tao wisdom and practices for effectively accelerating your body’s natural healing process. Learn how to quickly boost your energy, giving you the needed strength to fight off stress and illnesses, and restore your natural power for alleviating chronic conditions. Learn simple yet effective Tao practices for activating your body’s powerhouse center of healing — amplifying your natural stamina for facing life’s challenges with calm strength and greater access to your soul wisdom. Your soul knows how to heal your whole being — learn how to tap into this powerful source of healing power.

Learn:

What is Soul Healing?
Greatest Love for healing
Say Hello Healing and Four Power Techniques
2 Powerful energy centers in your body: Lower Dan Tian & Snow Mountain Area

Dr. and Master Zhi Gang Sha is a world-renowned spiritual healer, a grandmaster of Tao and ancient Chinese arts, and a bestselling author of 21 books on alternative medicine. As a medical doctor trained in Western medicine, tradition-

Chinese medicine and acupuncture, he is the creator of Soul Mind Body Medicine®.

Los Angeles A Room

Free Workshop

Steven Halpern
Mindfulness, Meditation, Music & Higher Consciousness

Discover how to access deeper states of meditation, spiritual growth and healing using Hi-Psi Sound™. Ancient and modern psycho-ac- tive audio neuro-technology is a powerful ally if you know how to use and honor its potential. Alpha and theta level Brainwave entrainment, thick, balancing and the inherent stresses encoded in music (‘scalaus interruptus’ effect) will be experienced. You’ll learn how to support your in- nate intelligence and gene expression for optimal health ( a song for your DNA?) while also identifying online sound natate intelligence and gene expression for optimal health (a song for your DNA?) while also identifying online sound

Sanctuary for healing power.

Steven Halpern is a Grammy nominated recording artist, researcher, author, pioneering sound healer and a 40 year stealth agent for ‘subtle activism’. A founding father of New Age music, his classic recordings are used worldwide in healing and corporate wellness centers, classrooms, hos- pitals and hospice.

Los Angeles B Room

Free Workshop

Ron Amitron

Alien Technology Abduction, Implants & Cloning

In this workshop, Ron offers us a reveal- ing look at Alien Technology which has been connected to humans! Participants will be offered the CLS profound clearings / healings, which gently release unseen harmful Alien technologies from us. Alien species don’t ask our per- mission! They travel using stargates, portals and vortexes. They’re stealth and use invisible technology to manipulate and control people. Have you been abducted? Find out how to tell if you’ve been abducted. Has an invisible track- ing barcode been attached to you? Find out if you have an Alien personal handler. Ron exposes the Alien use of mind control transmissions, channeling, downloads, implants and installed robotic hardware. Discover the significance of recurring dates, numbers and keywords in your life. Learn how to release recycling traumatic energy from past events. Find out how energy from rituals and religions are accessed and used by Extraterrestrials. *NOTE: Bring drinking water to be activated with the vibrational Light frequency that your body needs.

Ron Amitron is a world-renowned spiritual healer, a grandmaster of Tao and ancient Chinese arts, and a bestselling author of 21 books on alternative medicine. As a medical doctor trained in Western medicine, tradition-

Chinese medicine and acupuncture, he is the creator of Soul Mind Body Medicine®.

Sanctuary for healing power.

Steven Halpern is a Grammy nominated recording artist, researcher, author, pioneering sound healer and a 40 year stealth agent for ‘subtle activism’. A founding father of New Age music, his classic recordings are used worldwide in healing and corporate wellness centers, classrooms, hos- pitals and hospice.

Los Angeles A Room

Free Workshop

Steven Halpern
Mindfulness, Meditation, Music & Higher Consciousness

Discover how to access deeper states of meditation, spiritual growth and healing using Hi-Psi Sound™. Ancient and modern psycho-ac- tive audio neuro-technology is a powerful ally if you know how to use and honor its potential. Alpha and theta level Brainwave entrainment, thick, balancing and the inherent stresses encoded in music (‘scalaus interruptus’ effect) will be experienced. You’ll learn how to support your in- nate intelligence and gene expression for optimal health ( a song for your DNA?) while also identifying online sound natate intelligence and gene expression for optimal health (a song for your DNA?) while also identifying online sound
Workshops

**Saturday 4 - 5:30 pm**

**Los Angeles A Room**

**General Workshop**

**Julio Bevione**

**Spirituality in Times of Chaos**

Yes, it is possible to live in peace in stormy times. It is the commitment we must take on. It is important to understand our spiritual role in the circumstances in which we are immersed and how to be an agent of global transformation using our individual power. There are Keys to living with the strength of our spirit beyond our environment, whether it is relationships, family, work or nation.

Julio Bevione is an inspirational speaker and author of 11 books on spirituality. He was born in Argentina in 1972 and since 1997 has been based in the United States and currently lives in New York City. Through spiritual psychology, meditation, practical exercises and conscious breathing, Bevione guides people to identify and purify their limiting fears and thoughts. His work strives to establish more loving relationships and live with freedom, greater awareness and commitment. Bevione speaks all over Latin America, and guides “Spiritual Boot Camp” retreats, with small groups of attendees.

**Los Angeles B Room**

**Linda Moulton Howe**

**Computer Simulation Universe?**

Some abductees have reported that ETs describe our universe as a 3-D hologram projected from another dimension by a Super Intelligence. Quantum computer engineers and astrophysicists ask: Are We Living in a Computer Simulation Universe? The Hayden Planetarium in New York hosted a debate on the question “Is the Universe a Simulation?” James Gates, Ph.D., a theoretical physicist said: “If the simulation hypothesis is valid, then we open the door to eternal life and resurrection and things that formally have been discussed in the realm of religion.” Michael Talbot wrote in The Holographic Universe, “...there is evidence to suggest that our world and everything in it - from snowflakes to maple trees to falling stars and spinning electrons - are also only ghostly images, projections from a level of reality beyond our own.”

Linda Moulton Howe is an Emmy Award-winning TV Producer and Reporter; Editor of the award-winning news website Earthfiles.com, and Investigative Reporter for Coast to Coast AM with George Noory.

**Saturday 4 - 5:30 pm**

**Marina Room**

**Free Workshop**

**Emy Shanti**

**Doorway to Higher Consciousness**

Bliss, Healing & the Journey Home

Healing in your mind, body, spirit and heart will begin immediately once you open the Doorway to your Higher Self. Now is the time to explore the knowledge of ancient beings in the worlds of ancient cultures. The University of the Soul seeks to serve the awakening of humanity, they assist your journey of self-realization in the most direct and heart-centered way. If you’re ready to experience true emotional relief and awaken the higher frequency, clarity, and guidance. Sonja is an energy surgeon who will begin immediately once you open the Doorway to your Higher Self.

Emy Shanti is a spiritual teacher, healer and intuitive counselor, who has trained for more than 30 years with powerful Elders, Gurus and Shamans around the world, focusing on the wisdom of ancient cultures. She is a transformational catalyst who creates a bridge between the physical and spiritual realms, facilitating healing, awakening & Light Body activation.

**Newport B Room**

**Free Workshop**

**Sonja Grace**

**The Spiritual Quest: Ultimate Freedom**

Sonja Grace takes us on a journey and explains how our process is more important than ever regarding this phase of humanity which began 12,000 years ago and why our spiritual bodies have activated. Sonja guides participants through her signature grounding meditation uncovering the layers of the ego, societal influence and karma. She brings the gift of transformation with her processing techniques uncovering the inner child and healing emotional wounds that create resistance in the physical, mental, emotional and spiritual bodies. Sonja raises the frequencies and gives participants a real life experience of energy ultimately allowing for deep inner peace.

For over thirty years, author and Mystic Healer, Sonja Grace has been offering her international clientele, immediate stability, clarity, and guidance. Sonja is an energy surgeon who works with the physical, emotional, mental and spiritual bodies. She helps clients process emotional wounds, clear karma and gain inner peace.
Conscious Life Expo

Saturday 6 - 7:30 pm

Los Angeles A Room

General Workshop

William Henry

The Human Light Body: The Ultimate Ancient Alien Artifact

Join light body and ascension expert, William Henry, co-producer and presenter of ANCIENT ALIENS, for this revelation and exploration of the most powerful, most personal and most advanced alien artifact known to man. With knowledge of this key one can open doors to many different ancient secrets and cosmic realms. Free of speculation or guessing, this presentation will take you deep and to the heart of why earth was visited in the ancient world, why the visitors are still here and where and what it all is leading. Earth and humanity are joined in a process of transformation that will result in a spontaneous enlightenment of all and a revelation of the existence of celestial beings who have been guiding humanity for eons.

William Henry is a Nashville-based author, investigative mythologist, and TV presenter. He is the spiritual voice and Consulting Producer of the global hit History Channel program, ANCIENT ALIENS, and host of several Gaia TV series. Along with his wife, Clare, he leads luxury ascension-themed sacred tours to Egypt, France, Italy and England.

Los Angeles B Room

General Workshop

Richard Dolan

ETs & Inter-dimensional. Sorting out the theories of who “they” are.

When UFOs were new to public awareness, the Extra-terrestrial Hypothesis (ETH) was the dominant theory. The idea was simple: UFOs were “interplanetary” and belonged to beings with more advanced technology. Over time, competing theories emerged to explain the high strangeness accompanying UFO encounters, such as interdimensional entities, spiritual beings, strange natural phenomena and much more. Richard argues that the ETH remains valid but needs to be understood in a way that incorporates this genuine high strangeness. Now in the 21st century, we understand our reality to be much more complex than our predecessors did. Richard will make a case that other beings are indeed here, and they may be from elsewhere, but the reality they represent is far beyond our normal way of thinking.

Richard Dolan is one of the world’s leading researchers and writers on the subject of UFOs. Richard’s latest work, UFOs for the 21st Century Mind, provides a fresh treatment of the entire subject. Richard holds two weekly radio shows, and is featured on several television series and documentaries.

Saturday 6 - 7:30 pm

Marina Room

Free Workshop

Diana Maxwell

Embody and Radiate

In this workshop we will go deeply into embodying and radiating healing energy from within. Learn to become some Reiki laying on of hands techniques as well as distance healing. We will go on a journey into the center of our beingness and find a place of peace and calm that you will be able to visit over and over again. You will leave with advance tools to heal yourself, your loved ones and our beloved planet.

Diana Maxwell has been working as a healer since the 1980’s. Diana assists people who have left who they were and have not yet arrived into who they are becoming. Some call this “no mans land”. Diana experienced a profound spiritual kundalini experience when she was 25 that radically changed the course of her life. She is the Executive Director of the Conscious Life Expo and runs a Silicon Valley advanced professional massage practice. She has trained 1000’s of people to CA State Certification level in the holistic healing arts and Massage Therapy. She is Certified Advanced Applied Kinesiology Specialist, Jin Shin Do® Bodymind Acupressure® Teacher and Reiki Master.

Newport B Room

Free Workshop

Lori Spagna

Ascension, Awakening, Sacred Energy Healing Transmissions & DNA Upgrades

Get the latest Ascension Updates. Learn about your Dormant DNA and how to activate it. Learn about 3D and 5D and realities beyond the 5th Dimension. Learn about the role of our animal companions during The Ascension process and The Shift of Consciousness. Resolve, heal and transform lifetimes of Karmic and energetic emotional, physical and mental baggage. Access your Theta Brainwave in a potent energetic vortex connected to Source Frequency. Raise your vibration, elevate your frequency and expand your consciousness. Align with Your High Self and Your God Self. Receive Sacred Energy Activations and Healing Transmissions for Yourself and for Your Animal Companions.

Lori Spagna is a Best Selling Author, Speaker and Visionary who has transformed the lives of thousands of humans and animals through Animal Communication, Intuition and Energy Healing. She provides Sacred Energy Transmissions and Dormant DNA Activations for both humans and animals.

Gail Thackray

Healing Pain by Releasing Emotional Blocks

Physical pain, ill health and even blocks in our relationships and career are a reflection of stored emotional blocks. These emotional blocks sit in our energy field and can manifest in many ways in our lives. Sometimes these blocks are painful experiences from childhood, however sometimes you may find that they come from unexpected and surprising sources. Getting to the root cause of these blocks can be very difficult, especially if they originate in our past lives which is often the case. Gail will show you how to discover these energy blocks, incorporate the lesson that they give and resolve and delete the energy mis-alignment. Gail is a medium and healer and will be inviting audience member to receive a healing but Gail is connected to energies that work on the entire audience. Many people report “spontaneous healing” just from attending one of her events. Gail says it appears magical but it is simply the spontaneous adjustment of the body’s energy into its correct alignment which often occurs when the spiritual guides are working on them. We will be filming this event for TV. Arrive early expect the room to fill. “All attendees receive a free small Blended Crystal.”

At Gail’s healing demonstrations in NY, LA and London people report they were cured of cancer, blood diseases, and some even received unexpected money! She is the author of “Gail Thackray’s Spiritual Journeys: Visiting ‘John of God’ and ‘30 Days to Prosperity: A Workbook to Manifest Abundance” She is the star of the movie “John of God, Just a Man.”

Gail Thackray is an exceptional medium with a tremendous connection to spirit and many report spontaneous healings and a powerful connection just from attending Gail’s events.

Workshops

Saturday 5:30 - 7:30 pm

Bel Air Room

Special Event

Speaker Reception & Awards Ceremony

Hosted by George Noory

Join George and the Expo speakers at an informal Speaker Reception in the Bel Air Room. Network and relax in easy conversation with your favorite speakers and friends. Hang out with like-minded people and have a good time. Light food and cash bar.

Awards Ceremony

All our award winners have dedicated their lives to the common work of Transformation: Planetary Transformation, Cultural Transformation, Spiritual transformation. Lightworkers who have made a difference.
Blake D. Bauer is an internationally sought after teacher with an extensive background in psychology, alternative medicine, traditional healing, qi gong, and mindfulness meditation. His bestselling book You Were Not Born To Suffer has helped thousands of people who could not find effective long-term solutions from conventional medicine, psychiatry or religion.

In this dynamic and highly transformative event, Zarathustra has created a safe and empowering experience for physical and emotional healing as well as spiritual awakening. By raising your vibration to a higher frequency, healing can occur naturally on all levels. Old information is replaced with new information in cellular memory and balance is restored. The journey begins by becoming a medical intuitive and read energy. Learn to sense energy blocks and receive the messages that they hold for your client. You will be working with a pendulum time line grid and communication cards. For professional psychics and readers this is a tool that your clients will love. All attendees will receive a psychic opening attunement to become a medical intuitive and receive messages from spirit.

Gail Thackray is an exceptional medium with a tremendous connection to spirit. At Gail’s healing demonstrations in NY, LA and London people report they were cured of cancer, blood diseases, and received unexpected money!

This is a free FULL VERSION of Kaitlyn’s interactive workshop. Come experiment, play and experience the wonders of vibrational energy. Learn how to do fun simple and scientifically magical energy work and how to test energy with tools. EVERYTHING is Vibrational ENERGY!

Understanding it opens our world up to exciting new discoveries and solutions. Time will fly on this edge of your seat Learning Journey! You can do so much more than you realize! Leave this workshop feeling confident in your expanded wisdom and abilities. Complimentary energy charging & testing tools to all attendees. (Special Bonus surprise #100. Value)

Kaitlyn Keyt, 11 time visionary awarded inventor, speaker and founder of VIBESUP - VIBRATIONAL Therapy education and tools. Kaitlyn studies Nature for the answers to life’s BIG questions, bringing common sense understandings we can apply to our everyday lives.

Blake Bauer
Unconditional Self Love Mastery
Finally learn how to love, value and be true to yourself practically now. Discover why suffering, depression, disease, financial struggle, and relationship problems are messages from your body, soul and subconscious mind asking you to speak and act with complete honesty and also to fulfill your life’s purpose. Learn how to transform the root causes of fear, insecurity, self-doubt, guilt, shame, and illness. Enjoy a short of going practice to unlock stuck energy, blood and emotion that’s keeping you unhappy or unwell. Walk away with clarity on how to transform your life, your health, and how to enjoy each day more fully.

Gail Thackray
Calculate Trauma Dates to Heal Yourself & Others
Learn to pin point dates when an energy block or karmic issue first started for you or your client. Sometimes issues start in early childhood, sometimes we are not consciously aware of them and some start in past lives. These affect us for many lifetimes until we finally absorb the lesson and release the karma. Determining the starting point helps you to understand the origin and receive a permanent release. This workshop is for people already doing healing work as well as total beginners. Learn to become a medical intuitive and read energy. Learn to sense energy blocks and read the messages that they hold for your client. You will be working with a pendulum time line grid and communication cards. For professional psychics and readers this is a tool that your clients will love. All attendees will receive a psychic opening attunement to become a medical intuitive and receive messages from spirit.

Gail Thackray is an exceptional medium with a tremendous connection to spirit. At Gail’s healing demonstrations in NY, LA and London people report they were cured of cancer, blood diseases, and received unexpected money!

In this stunning talk we will trace the half-million-year history of the Pre-Adamites, a regular on History Channel’s Ancient Aliens, and the star of three highly popular shows on the Gaia network: Cosmic Disclosure, Wisdom Teachings and Disclosure. His groundbreaking investigations into ancient civilizations, consciousness science, new physics and conspiracy analysis have earned him the trust of multiple high-level insiders who have passed along a wealth of information about the Alliance—a group working to free us from financial and spiritual tyranny.

David has documented and analyzed his dreams every morning for 23 years, and has used them to make a variety of accurate prophecies. He is also widely regarded as the reincarnation of the legendary American psychic Edgar Cayce, possessing a stunning facial and astrological resemblance as well as having similar talents.
**Sunday Schedule**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Century A</th>
<th>Century B</th>
<th>Century C</th>
<th>Century D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 PM</td>
<td>Nia Momin: The Divine Alchemy, The Sacred Feminine and Philosopher’s Stone</td>
<td>Parthenia Grant, PhD: Quantum Anti-Aging Secrets</td>
<td>Leela Hutchison: Giant Crystal Caves of Mexico</td>
<td>Sudi Burnett: CBD Medicinal Healing and Weight Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conscious Life Expo**

Meet Us at Booth 514 • TraceyAsh.com

Outstanding New Frontier - 5D Miracles of Destiny & Healing & Living

THE REALITY REVOLUTION

Destiny-Reading Love

SUNDAY 11 FEBRUARY 12:130 PM NEWPORT B

EARTH HEALING

SUNDAY 12 FEBRUARY 1-2 PM CENTURY D

HEALING PANEL

SUNDAY 12 FEBRUARY 5-7 PM PLAZA BALLROOM

Ancient Mysteries Tours' Online Training

Appearances Preview: See TraceyAsh.com All Events

January, April, July, October 2017 Japan Schools

11-12 February Conscious Life Expo Los Angeles

24-25 February Body Mind Spirit Expo Raleigh USA

March & August Headlining Speaker [yashi] Expo Japan

March 2017-January 2018 5D Training UK & Egypt

Egypt Tours April & September & November 2017

LA's Leading Source of Transformational Media - on newsstands and online

Sustainable Living

Holistic Health

Evolving Spirituality

Free Digital Subscription

Toll Free: 800-367-5777
### Sunday Schedule

#### Sunday Workshops & Keynotes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Speaker/Panel</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 AM</td>
<td>Los Angeles A</td>
<td>Aurora Juliana Ariel</td>
<td>Earth 2012-33: Time of the Awakening Soul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Los Angeles B</td>
<td>Laura Eisenhower</td>
<td>Awakening the Divine Template</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 AM</td>
<td>La Jolla</td>
<td>Eric Pearl</td>
<td>Quantum Leap into Life Progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Marina</td>
<td>David Christopher Lewis</td>
<td>Heartstreaming! Self-Realization! Ascension!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Newport B</td>
<td>Jamye Price</td>
<td>Evolution and the Language of Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Other Events

- **Another Fantastic Day At The Expo**
- **Sunday Panels & Special Events**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 AM</td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 AM</td>
<td>Permaculture</td>
<td>Talking to Spirit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Bel Air</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hosted by Joseph Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ray Cirino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td></td>
<td>Natural Building Cob Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Film Festival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td></td>
<td>see insert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Conscious Life Expo

**Buy Discount Tickets at www.consciouslifeexpo.com**

**Toll Free: 800-367-5777**

---

**Maureen St. Germain**

**Free Gift: Crystal Kinesis CD - Claim your crystalline-based light body**

You are invited to join Maureen at her Workshop & Panel Discussion...

**Break out the 3D Polarity Matrix into your 5D Self**

You are ready to get your 5D Self? The ascension is not going to be the “Easter” version, and for sure you will not die to ascend. Instead, the ascension will consist of many of us (eventually all of us), choosing to become Ascended Masters, right here, right now. It’s far more available & attainable than you may realize. This presentation will help you begin to understand your “new normal” consists of magical shifts and changes! Maureen is known to provide you with understanding and practical tools to help you navigate this new territory. Solving problems is easy with the 3D thinking on 3D problematized. Galvanize and grow into your 5D god-self with new tools for ascension.

- **Saturday, Feb. 11 | 12 PM - 3:30 PM | Los Angeles Room**
- **Maureen’s New Book: Waking Up in 5D**

This book will guide you through the rapidly changing environment, and awaken you to the phenomenal opportunities the fifth dimensional energies have to offer. **Coming out in Fall 2017**

**Maureen St. Germain: The Practical Mystic**

Mystic, author and founder of Akashic Records Guides, Maureen is known for Ascension awareness tools producing self-empowerment and transformation. Teaching world-wide since 1994, her numerous published works (books, CDs, DVDs) are best sellers on Amazon and in bookstores and have been translated into Italian, Chinese and Russian.

**Maureen St. Germain**

Transformation Enterprises, Inc.

Akashic Records International

Armadillo Essential Oil Blends

[www.MaureenStGermain.com](http://www.MaureenStGermain.com)
Conscious Life Expo

**Sunday 12 - 1:30 pm**

**Los Angeles A Room**

**General Workshop**

**Susan Shumsky**

*The Power of Chakras: Uncover Hidden Wisdom of the Ancients*

Jerry Sargeant

*Can You Heal the You-Niverse?*

The coded light frequency that travels through Star Magic, is the key to unlock the wisdom, strength, courage and super-human healing abilities. Held within dormant DNA containing genetic encodings, is knowledge that will transform your inner world and in doing so, your outer world, our world. This will be an experiential workshop like no other, where Jerry connects you to the powerful light frequency of Star Magic. Are you ready to connect with your Authentic Vibrations, prayer, affirmation, and intuition to thousands worldwide for 50 years.

Dr. Susan Shumsky has dedicated her life to helping people take command of their lives in highly effective, powerful, positive ways. She is the best-selling, award-winning author of 13 books. A pioneer in the human potential field, Dr. Shumsky has taught meditation, prayer, affirmation, and intuition to thousands worldwide for 50 years.

**Los Angeles B Room**

**Special Event**

**Susan Miller**

*“The Year Ahead 2017”*

“A new year holds so much promise and opportunity for you to fulfill your dreams. Don’t miss this rare opportunity to meet America’s best-loved astrologer, Susan Miller as she takes you on an adventure that will shift the way you experience and perceive personal change for the year to come. You will gain a new perspective, as you travel through uncharted jungles of your inner world, our world. This will be an experiential workshop that promises to be inspiring and illuminating! Booksigning to follow.

Susan Miller is an internationally known astrologer, has appeared on national TV and radio and is a contributing editor to 9 magazines in 9 countries. She is author of The Year Ahead series plus the best-selling Planets and Possibilities. Her Astrology Zone is downloaded free by 16.5 million unique readers yearly.

**Panel Discussion**

**UFO Secrets Revealed**

Don’t wait for the government to tell you. Get the real facts from our experts. More secrets are being uncovered with each passing year. Get up-to-date info.

Here at Conscious Life Expo we love to bring you the most prominent researchers and investigative journalists on the front lines of UFO and Extra Terrestrial Research and investigation. More eye witnesses are carrying cameras to capture evidence, more experiencers are recalling their encounters and more insider whistle blowers are coming forward. Piece by piece, the truth about our planet and our relation to the larger universe and other dimensions is being revealed. Whether you are an active UFO researcher or are just beginning to be inquisitive about the subject, come and join us and bring your questions.

**Sunday 12 - 2 pm**

**Plaza Ballroom**

**Linda Moulton Howe** is an Emmy Award winning TV Producer, Reporter and Editor for Earthfiles.com. Investigative Reporter for Coast to Coast AM and Phenomenon Radio.

Daniel P. Sheehan is a Harvard School of Law, Corporate Trial Lawyer and Appellate Attorney. He served as General Counsel to the UFO Disclosure Project and the Cibans HeiRing on Disclosure.

Laurie McDonald is a Clinical Hypnotherapist and UFO Abduction Researcher. She is one of the twenty seven repression therapists listed on the MUFON mental health referral list.

Richard Dolan is a leading researcher, historian and writer on the subject of UFOs. He is the author of seven best selling books breaking factually complete books are used as reference books by other UFO Researchers.

Douglas Taylor is a Visionary Artist, Author Speaker and Woodworker who has had direct encounters with ETs. This awakened him and he began teaching about ET science, inspiration and consciousness.

**Keynote Workshop**

**Vandana Shiva**

*We are all Seeds*

We are all seeds, biologically and metaphorically.

Today, seed is being genetically manipulated, patented and owned by a Chemical Cartel, which has its roots in making chemicals during the 2nd world war. Dr.Vandana Shiva will share the impacts of Genetically Modified Organisms(GMO) in the last 20 years, as well as her creating Navdanya as a response to keep our seeds free of patents and genetic engineering, our food free from poisons and our farmers free of debt and suicides. Navdanya’s work shows that we can double the nutrition needed to feed 2 times the world population by protecting biodiversity and practicing an agriculture of care for the Earth. Dr Vandana Shiva will also share the recent experience of organizing the Monsanto tribunal and People’s assembly in the Hague.

Dr. Vandana Shiva is an author, activist and scientific advisor who is changing the way the world thinks about food security and environmental sustainability. Dr. Shiva’s contributions to gender issues are recognized nationally and internationally. Her book Staying Alive dramatically shifted popular perceptions of Third World women. Dr. Shiva combines sharp intellectual enquiry with courageous activism, and her work spans teaching at universities worldwide to working with peasants in rural India. Time Magazine identified Dr. Shiva as an environmental hero in 2003, and Asia Week has called her one of the five most powerful communicators in Asia. In November 2010, Forbes Magazine identified Dr. Shiva as one of the Seven Most Powerful Women on the Globe. In 1991 she founded Navdanya, a national movement to protect the diversity and integrity of living resources – especially native seed – and to promote organic farming and fair trade. Dr. Shiva has campaigned internationally on issues surrounding biotechnology and genetic engineering. When the US initiated a dispute against the EU to remove the bans and moratoriums on genetically modified crops and foods, Dr. Shiva launched a global citizens campaign on GMOs in the WTO.

**Sunday 12 - 1:30 pm**

**La Jolla Room**

**Richard Dolan**

*UFO Disclosure Project and the Secret US Domestic Intelligence Community*

Secrets listed on the MUFON mental health referral list. The Angelic Shining Ones.

Vandana Shiva

We are all seeds, biologically and metaphorically.

Today, seed is being genetically manipulated, patented and owned by a Chemical Cartel, which has its roots in making chemicals during the 2nd world war. Dr.Vandana Shiva will share the impacts of Genetically Modified Organisms(GMO) in the last 20 years, as well as her creating Navdanya as a response to keep our seeds free of patents and genetic engineering, our food free from poisons and our farmers free of debt and suicides. Navdanya’s work shows that we can double the nutrition needed to feed 2 times the world population by protecting biodiversity and practicing an agriculture of care for the Earth. Dr Vandana Shiva will also share the recent experience of organizing the Monsanto tribunal and People’s assembly in the Hague.

Dr. Vandana Shiva is an author, activist and scientific advisor who is changing the way the world thinks about food security and environmental sustainability. Dr. Shiva’s contributions to gender issues are recognized nationally and internationally. Her book Staying Alive dramatically shifted popular perceptions of Third World women. Dr. Shiva combines sharp intellectual enquiry with courageous activism, and her work spans teaching at universities worldwide to working with peasants in rural India. Time Magazine identified Dr. Shiva as an environmental hero in 2003, and Asia Week has called her one of the five most powerful communicators in Asia. In November 2010, Forbes Magazine identified Dr. Shiva as one of the Seven Most Powerful Women on the Globe. In 1991 she founded Navdanya, a national movement to protect the diversity and integrity of living resources – especially native seed – and to promote organic farming and fair trade. Dr. Shiva has campaigned internationally on issues surrounding biotechnology and genetic engineering. When the US initiated a dispute against the EU to remove the bans and moratoriums on genetically modified crops and foods, Dr. Shiva launched a global citizens campaign on GMOs in the WTO.
Transform Your Life by Adding One Juice a Day

Steve & Julie Prussack are the authors of Juice Guru: Transform Your Life by Adding One Juice a Day. They will explain how Divine Healing works, how Angelic Beings assist with Esoteric Operations, and how negative emotions, relationships, and spiritual blocks can be cleared.

Christian Macklin, a British healer Christopher Macklin. Chris- topher will explain how Divine Healing works, how Angelic Beings assist with Esoteric Operations, and how negative emotions, relationships, and spiritual blocks can be cleared.

James Van Praagh, for an unforgettable evening of Spirit messages.

Helaine Harris, LMFT, is an intuitive business coach, psychotherapist and shamanic healer for 35 years. She has studied first-hand the ancient civilizations of Africa, the Middle East and China, sometimes journeying into danger- our territory along the way. He is currently a co-star on the History Channel Show Ancient Aliens. David journeys to Peru, Bolivia and Mexico for recent episodes of the show.

Sacred Activism

In these ever-changing and unpredictable times, we realize that old paradigms no longer serve us. We find ourselves looking inward to reflect on how we can live our lives in truth and find peace in turmoil. We look around and find more and more people on the planet dedicating their lives -- through action, initiative, ignition and leadership - seeking outside-the-box solutions to sustain our lives on the planet.

These sacred activists have traveled the Earth sharing their heart and soul, their talents and skills, each in their own field of expertise. They each have personally delved deep into all sides of core injustices that threaten humanity and our ecosystem. Join us for a stimulating, ignite discussion on strategies to help regenerate new systems for our sacred world. We also can look into our own lives, reflecting as to how we can all contribute individually and collectively to participate in the transforma- tion of the world.

David Hatcher Childress, co-star of History Channel’s Ancient Aliens program presents a fast-paced and visual presentation on the gigantic megaliths around the world, many weighing as much as a thousand tons. There is no way of moving these giant stones without some sort of anti-gravity technology. Childress looks at mysteri- ous stone balls all over the globe, the statues at Easter Is- land, and ancient obelisks. His research into Nikola Tesla and his advanced technology and finally, he takes us to the Moon to look at mysterious structures there.

David Hatcher Childress, known as the real-life Indiana Jones to the many fans of his books, is a captivating speak- er and the author or coauthor of over 20 books. He has studied first-hand the ancient civilizations of Africa, the Middle East and China, sometimes journeying into danger- our territory along the way. He is currently a co-star on the History Channel Show Ancient Aliens. David journeys to Peru, Bolivia and Mexico for recent episodes of the show.

A Room

Sunday 2 - 3:30 pm

General Workshop

David Hatcher Childress

Ancient Aliens, Megaliths and the Moon

Helaine Harris

5th Dimension Energy to Increase Business Success

General Workshop

Stephen & Julie Prussack

Divine Healing Experience

Enter the God space and experience the power of Divine Healing with renowned British healer Christopher Macklin. Chris- topher will explain how Divine Healing works, how Angelic Beings assist with Esoteric Operations, and how negative energies, earthbound spirits, and manipulations can affect one’s health. He will also show you how to keep your vibra- tional level up, and to re-energize your food to maximize its nutritional value. Group Clearing upon conclusion.

Rev. Christopher Macklin, a Melchizedek Being from Eng- land, utilizes Divine Healing techniques cultivated through Divine knowledge from God and the spirit world to help peo- ple recover from all types of illness. Christopher is able to rebalance the body’s energy field by clearing chakra points and removing blockages and negative energies.

 james@juiceguru.org or 800-367-5777

Sunday 2 - 3:30 pm

Free Workshop

Los Angeles A Room

Los Angeles B Room

Sacred Activism

Sunday 2:30 - 4:30 pm

Panel Discussion

Sacred Activism

These sacred activists have traveled the Earth sharing their heart and soul, their talents and skills, each in their own field of expertise. They each have personally delved deep into all sides of core injustices that threaten humanity and our ecosystem. Join us for a stimulating, ignite discussion on strategies to help regenerate new systems for our sacred world. We also can look into our own lives, reflecting as to how we can all contribute individually and collectively to participate in the transforma- tion of the world.
Workshops

Sunday 4 - 5:30 pm

Los Angeles A Room

General Workshop

Daniel Sheehan
The Cosmic Human: Exoplanets, ET Intelligence & the New Paradigm Worldview

Space telescopes are identifying an increasing number of exoplanets possessing favorable conditions to support life, leading to the inevitability that we will discover, one or more highly advanced extraterrestrial species. The seven presently operational viewpoints all postulate that humans are the be all and end all of all biological evolution in the universe, but the discovery that humanity is not alone will require the development of an entirely new and distinct worldview. Daniel Sheehan will discuss the activities of his New Paradigm Institute in Berkeley, where they are working to discern and articulate this new cosmic worldview. As we come to understand that the universe was not created for humans alone, we can evolve from a materially enmeshed state into an unconditioned state of consciousness.

For forty-six years Daniel Sheehan’s work as a public interest attorney placed him at the center of many of the most important legal cases of our time. He is the president of the Romero Institute, where he continues to work towards identifying and dismantling structural sources of injustice.

Sunday 4 - 5:30 pm

Marian Room

General Workshop

Kitty Wells
Yoga of Plant Medicine: Soul & Science

While plant medicines have pharmacological actions for healing, their power goes far beyond that. The Sanskrit word ‘yoga’ signifies union and conscious connection between self and the rhythms and cycles of the cosmos. This workshop explores plant medicines in this larger context to feed the body, mind and spirit. We’ll explore wisdom from Ayurveda and ancient cultures as well as leading edge sciences of nutrigenomics and psychoneuroimmunology. We’ll learn about the five root causes of illness and how to use plant medicine to heal each. We’ll learn techniques and contemplative practices to open consciousness by cultivating close relationships with plant allies and understand their lessons.

Award-winning formulator, author and entrepreneur, Kitty Wells left Silicon Valley to follow her passion for botanical medicine. She travels the globe studying and speaking edge science and ancient wisdom to create unique wellness products. She travels the globe studying and speaking on the art and science of spices and plants.

Sunday 5 - 7 pm

Plaza Ballroom

Heisted by Shinya Moore Program Director emeritus of the Los Angeles Conscious Life Expo and co-founder and facilitator of SF Bay Area’s 5DStarPortal and the 5D Healing Community.

Dr. Susan Shumsky is a pioneer in the human potential field. She teaches meditation, prayer, affirmation, and intuition to thousands worldwide. She is the best-selling, award-winning author of 13 books.

For over thirty years, author and Mystic Healer, Sonja Grace has been given her clientele immediate stability, clarity, and guidance. Sonja is an energy surgeon who helps clients process emotional wounds, clear karma and gain inner peace.

Tracey Ash works with high-frequency quantum transformation awareness and meditation. She is a researcher of consciousness, an ancient wisdom keeper and a power-site explorer, inspiring positive-change influencers.

Sunday 4 - 5:30 pm

Newport B Room

Free Workshop

Debra Giusti
Soul Tribes - Soul Family - Soul Contracts

Fully embrace and be empowered in the New Paradigm Shift happening now! Learn how your awareness of predestined “Soul Contracts” with your “Soul Tribe” (the soul group you incarnated with) and “Soul Family” (your most prominent special relationships), can empower you and give life lessons that can be highly productive and enlightening. Understand how conscious collaboration with your Soul Tribe is the name of the “High-Level Manifestation Game” now, during this major Global Transfiguration. Understand how co-creating with your Soul Tribe/Family can support the manifestation of your Divine Mission, and is part of the plan for establishing the New Paradigm.

Debra has for 35 years supported “New Paradigm” evolution: personal transformation, sustainable lifestyles, leadership, spiritual and community. She founded the Harmony Festival, Spirit of Christmas Arts Fair, Wishing Well Distributing, and Debra Recommends/Harmony Connectional Transformation Paradigm websites.

Workshops

Sunday 5 - 7 pm

La Jolla Room

Corey Goode
ET/ED and Inner Earth Beings

History of the Secret Space Program, outlining the history of the SSP up until my service ended with them.

From Disclosure to Post-disclosure, will cover my contacts w/various beings that include ET/ED and Inner Earth Beings through to what are the possible disclosure timelines and what can we expect to see on the Full Disclosure as opposed to the Partial Disclosure narratives that are being pushed by the PTB.

Corey Goode identified as an intuitive empath (IE), Goode was recruited, trained and served in MILAB Programs from the ages of 6 to 16 years of age and then 20 years in various programs. Goode’s IE abilities were crucial in interfacing with Non-Terrestrial Beings While in the Secret Space Programs. Goode had a variety of assignments including assignment to an ASSR “SRV” – Auxiliary Specialized Space Research, Interstellar Class Vessel, and much more. Corey Goode is a co-host with David Wilcock on Gaia TV's “Cosmic Disclosure”.

Sunday 4 - 5:30 pm

Los Angeles B Room

General Workshop

Suzanne Giesemann
Seven Steps to Higher Consciousness

Can you connect directly with loved ones who have passed? Can you connect with guides and angels? Most definitely! Do you have trouble quieting your mind in meditation? Worry no more! Acclaimed medium Suzanne Giesemann will provide stunning evidence that higher consciousness exists, that you are a soul here and now, and that you are therefore capable of receiving clear guidance from the greater reality. Learn Suzanne’s seven-step process for accessing the higher realms. Connect with the other side in a guided exercise that even experienced meditators claim has taken them into a deeper state of awareness than ever before.

Suzanne Giesemann is a medium, author, and spiritual teacher. She is a former Navy Commander and aide to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff whose gift of spirit communication provides stunning evidence of our connection with the greater reality. Her work has been recognized as highly credible by noted afterlife experts.

Keynote Workshop

Corey Goode
ET/ED and Inner Earth Beings

Sunday 4 - 5:30 pm

Sunday 5 - 7 pm

Los Angeles B Room

Panel Discussion

Mystical Healer, channel, author, and teacher who developed Crystaline Soul Healing, a powerful alchemical template of Soul Progression.

Jerry Sargent knows transformation. Working with the world’s most dangerous criminals to help them realize their full potential, Jerry’s ability to heal has been likened to some of the most influential healers in history.

Stewart Pears has published Angels and the Keys to Paradise, The Angels of Atlantis, The Hearts Note and The Alchemy of Voice. He is the former Head of Voice at the Webber Douglas Academy London.

Janye Price is an energy healer, channel, author, and teacher who developed Crystaline Soul Healing, a powerful alchemical template of Soul Progression.

Zarathustra is a spiritual teacher who offers a unique blend of transformative healing programs. He is the internationally known Founder of 5th Dimensional Quantum Healing & Awareness.

Panel Discussion

Spiritual Healing

During the first hour of this Panel conversation, our special guests will share intimately about their own journey into Spiritual Healing and how that miracle has informed their lives.

The second hour will be experiential as these and other healers lead us in guided visualization, ritual music and meditation experience. This will culminate in a powerful intentional prayer for world peace and human freedom.
## Workshops

### Sunday 6 - 7:30 pm

**Los Angeles A Room**

- **General Workshop**
  - Laurie McDonald
  - Contact to Ascension
  - My belief suggests that it is possible for life to exist in each dimension. That our consciousness can reside both inside and outside of us, transcending both time and space. I believe that there are both extraterrestrial and inter-dimensional beings. This talk will explore the different levels of extraterrestrial contact, show the protocol, and the steps that you can take to initiate positive communication. We will learn how to take our contact experience and turn it into spiritual ascension.

**Los Angeles B Room**

- **General Workshop**
  - Sean Stone & Dean Ryan
  - New World Order Agenda
  - Join investigative film-makers Sean Stone and Dean Ryan and their celebrity guests as they brief us on their quest in uncovering the covert plans of the Globalists. Is there a secret power elite conspiring to form a One World Government? Sean’s father, Oliver Stone recently produced the sensational documentary ‘Snowden’. Are we still being spied upon and to what extent? Sean and Dean will discuss this and much more, such as the reasons behind the creation of the EU and UN, British Empire Rule, The Dakota Pipeline conflict, Operation Mockingbird 2.0, Wikileaks, Whistleblowers & Alternative Media, the suppression of New Technology and Free Energy, who are the Globalist Puppets and Agents? and is this secret cabal trying to incite a World War III?

- **Actah Stellar Binary Codes**
  - The stellar binary codes work to establish a deep connection with your intentions and help you to break the patterns that block you in your life. At the same time, they serve to reconnect your energy with the no-mind which can manifest your goals or projects. These stellar codes allow the fusion between the cosmic and the human in one being: You! All this information works at the molecular level, the atoms in your cells recognize those patterns of information and attach them to the minerals of your body in the form of codified light, and they interpret it and communicate it to your 250 billion cells in your whole body to work in unity and harmony.

- **Stellar Binary Codes**
  - Ac-Tah is a descendant of the Ch’en P’i Tah, those who transmit the knowledge of the Mayan culture. A walker for peace and currently sharing the knowledge protected for more than 3 thousand years to improve productivity in the business world, Ac-Tah has given workshops of personal growth, freeing the mind and body of energies and beliefs that hinder the development of our personal power.

- **Chakras of the Golden Age**
  - We are now in the transitional period towards Earth’s Golden Age.
  - This means that everything is vibrating at a higher rate by means of the new light that is constantly flowing from the universe. We absorb this light through our chakra system and to fully receive this new golden light we must clean out our old system. The Litios Crystals® given to humanity by Light Lord Metatron is a wonderful tool of ascension to achieve this.

- **Keynote Workshop**
  - Kyle Cease
  - I Hope I Don’t Screw This Up
  - In this Keynote Workshop, Kyle will guide us through the art of ‘allowing’ and ‘letting go’ and into the unlimited art of playing. Kyle shares his unique perspective about living from a place of giving, rather than from always trying to get. He will show us how to add more humor and ease to our life and our work. Benefits from this workshop include minimizing, if not ending, stage fright, writer’s block, hesitation, doubt and fear, and moving you toward what you really want in life, beyond where you are now. As you move toward your core, you will find that your finances, health, and relationships all improve! Kyle is highly regarded for his unique ability to combine laughter and transformation. This workshop will both entertain you and change how you experience life.

- **Keynote Workshop**
  - Kyle Cease
  - Evolving Out Loud
  - Kyle Cease is a keynote speaker, transforming audiences through his unique blend of comedy and transformation. Prior to being a transformative teacher, Kyle had a successful Comedy Central special, “Weirder, Blacker, Dimpler” and was #1 on the networks Standup Showdown. He has been a guest speaker at Fortune 500 Companies and Spiritual Conferences and produces his own Evolving Out Loud live events.

---

**Contact to Ascension**

- Laurie McDonald is a Clinical Hypnotherapist and UFO Abduction Researcher. She is one of the twenty seven regression therapists listed on the MUFON mental health referral list for abduction regression, a consultant for FREE and on the Board of Directors of OPGS ‘Organization for Paranormal Understanding and Support’. Laurie is a lifelong experiencer herself and speaks on the extra-terrestrial experience as a catalyst to an expanded consciousness.

- Laurie McDonald is a Clinical Hypnotherapist and UFO Abduction Researcher. She is one of the twenty seven regression therapists listed on the MUFON mental health referral list for abduction regression, a consultant for FREE and on the Board of Directors of OPGS ‘Organization for Paranormal Understanding and Support’. Laurie is a lifelong experiencer herself and speaks on the extra-terrestrial experience as a catalyst to an expanded consciousness.
**Conscious Life Expo**

**Sunday 8 - 9:30 pm**

**Los Angeles A Room**

**General Workshop**

**Mike Bara**

Hidden Agenda: NASA & the Secret Space Station

Space expert Mike Bara looks into the secret space program, the possibility of secret bases on the Moon and the Moon in Space projects in space. Where Werner von Braun involved in the Roswell crash investigation? Why did his research into highly advanced theoretical physics propulsion systems “go black” in the early 1960’s? Did NASA and the Pentagon expect to find evidence of alien bases on the Moon? Has teleportation been developed from captured alien technology? Do space shuttle videos show proof of a highly advanced secret US space fleet? Does hacker Gary Mackinnon’s discovery of defense department documents identifying “non-terrestrial officers” mean that the US has secret space platforms and have these platforms been photographed by civilian observers here on Earth?

Mike Bara is a bestselling author, lecturer and TV personality. For 25 years he was an engineering designer/consultant for major aerospace companies. His books include Ancient Aliens on the Moon, Ancient Aliens on Mars and Mike’s 7th book, Hidden Agenda: NASA and the Secret Space Program.

**Los Angeles B Room**

**General Workshop**

**Don Jose Ruiz**

An Evening of Transformation

Come awaken your spirit with don Jose Ruiz, co-author of The Fifth Agreement, where he will offer his Toltec traditions combined with his brilliant modern expression. don Jose Ruiz will share the experiences that helped him transform his life, including the teachings from his grandmother, father and some of the stories that inspired his first book The Fifth Agreement: A Practical Guide to Self-Mastery. The Fifth Agreement prepares us to return to our innate wisdom and live our lives based on truth. As messengers of truth we are free to express ourselves and can live a life without fear, regret, or shame.

Like his father, Don Miguel Ruiz, Don Jose is dedicating his life to sharing the ancient Toltec wisdom by translating it into practical, everyday life concepts that promote transformation through truth, love and common sense. He teaches and lectures across the United States and around the world and leads Power Journeys to the pyramids of Teotihuacan, Palenque, Tulum and Coba.

**Sunday 8 - 9:30 pm**

**Marina Room**

**General Workshop**

**Gail Thackray**

Relinquishing Past Life Issues

VIPs will sit in the front rows and will receive chord cutting and clearing from Gail.

Many of our fears and blocks that hold us back are hidden in our past lives. Unresolved past life issues prevent us from living our true purpose, cause us health issues, emotional and financial distress and put us in negative relationship patterns. Most strained relationships and many life blocks are a reoccurrence of previous life issues held in our cell memory. Delving into your past can identify these issues and help you to understand some of the things that are stopping you reaching your full potential. Gail will lead you into your past lives and use her psychic senses to discover their meaning. Then she will work with Divine beings to release the traumas, cords and negative blocks that are deep rooted in your past. Gail will perform cutting cords and energy block removal to help you to release these issues and heal your past. Discover who you were before and what talents you can bring forward with you and what fears you can leave behind.

**Newport B Room**

**Free Workshop**

**Carolyn Coleridge**

How to Honor Your Spirit

This workshop will teach you how to work with the Universe, to create your life purpose and passion. This class is great for empaths or sensitives to understand and activate their gifts of intuition and healing. We will discuss how we enhance our intuition by dialoguing with the universe dreams and totem animals clear block through theta healing. You will lean how anxiety and depression mask lightworkers true gifts.

Learn how to shield and block your energy to protect your sensitivity and gifts. This is an interactive workshop that will give you tools you can use on your path.

Carolyn Coleridge, LCSW is a psychotherapist intuitive and healer. She has 20 years experience working as psychic and healer. She was a volunteer faculty member at UCLA where she worked as a healer for children. She has also appeared on CNN and Chrisley knows best. She recently finished writing the book Honor Your Spirit.

---

**Keynote Workshop**

**Nassim Haramein**

The Connected Universe: How the New Physics Will Transform Our World

Physicist Nassim Haramein will be presenting the next step in the application of the holographic mass solution to the electron and the entire periodic table of elements thus describing all the material world in a Connected Universe. During this 90 minute presentation, get a look into Hamein’s latest discoveries on the inner workings of our holographic fractal universe, ourselves and our collective evolution. Plus, catch bonus features and commentary of the newly released documentary film, The Connected Universe, exploring Haramein’s findings and their implications.

Nassim Haramein is a physicist, public speaker, inventor, educator, Executive Director of Research at Toraean LLC and Director of Research at The Resonance Project Foundation. Through his 30 plus years of research in physics and writing multiple physics papers, Haramein has come to a deep understanding of the underlying mechanics of our universe, using his equations and theory to calculate the most accurate prediction of the charge radius of the proton to date. His research findings are fundamental geometry of space that connects us all, from the quantum and molecular scale to cosmological objects in the Universe.

---

**Keynote Workshop**

**Rev. Artenio Hyttton**

A Spiritual Teacher who assists Youth and Adults in remembering their Spiritual Potential. Through her Workshops, Lectures, and Divinity One-on-One, she assists individuals in realizing their God given attributes.

Ivy Marguelles, Psy.D. is a clinical psychologist, death midwife, and funeral director. Dr. Marguelles founded Angels Born Still, specifically focused on reproductive and maternal mental health. She specializes in infertility and all types of pregnancy loss.
**Evolution and the Language of Light**

The Language of Light represents an advancement into heart-centered, conceptual, and connective communication. It elevates you through healing and activates deep cellular knowledge.

See Jamye Live at the Conscious Life Expo
Saturday at 3pm and Sunday at 10am

**Join Us To Learn How Light Language**

- Expands multidimensional awareness
- Connects you with your Higher Self
- Activates your DNA and pineal gland
- Heals your heart and mind connection

Register for the Post Conference Healing Event “Unleash Your Empowered Love & Abundance”
Monday 3pm – 7:30 pm

---

**Workshop Schedule February 10-13, 2017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Workshop</th>
<th>Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>5:00 P.M.</td>
<td>Discovering your path</td>
<td>Century B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>7:00 P.M.</td>
<td>Keys to Spiritual Growth</td>
<td>Century B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>5:00 P.M.</td>
<td>Unlocking your potential</td>
<td>Century B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Warning: Participation may cause transformation, inspiration, connection and joy!

e-mail: remembry@aol.com  Phone: 909-969-0400  Booth 701

---

Jamye Price, author of Opening to Light Language, is an international energy healer, channel, and teacher. Jamye's private sessions, classes, and products assist with transmuting physical, emotional, mental and spiritual blocks into wisdom, compassion and empowerment.

(Booth #254) JAMYE PRICE.COM
Natural and exclusive comprehensive information regarding Hair Care!

For most of 4 decades Dr. Madalyn Kennedy is an Egyptian High Priestess, spiritual intuitive, psychic, medium, spiritual teacher, Goddess Isis, author, and psychic. She carries the energy of RA and he carries the energy of RA. He was born with his spiritual path already pointing the ancient mystical school ways of healing.

Dr. Madalyn Kennedy is an Egyptian High Priestess, spiritual intuitive, psychic, medium, spiritual teacher, Goddess Isis, author, and publisher broker. She also gives seminars, will be joined by her Twin Flame, the Godfather-Holy Master Man Teacher/Healer, the pyramids in Egypt. She carries the energy of Goddess Isis and he carries the energy of RA. He was born with his spiritual path already pointing the ancient mystical school ways of healing.

Rajenara - Dr. Madalyn Kennedy is an Egyptian High Priestess, spiritual intuitive, psychic, medium, spiritual teacher, Goddess Isis, author, and publisher broker. She also gives seminars, will be joined by her Twin Flame, the Godfather-Holy Master Man Teacher/Healer, the pyramids in Egypt. She carries the energy of Goddess Isis and he carries the energy of RA. He was born with his spiritual path already pointing the ancient mystical school ways of healing.

Rajenara - Dr. Madalyn Kennedy is an Egyptian High Priestess, spiritual intuitive, psychic, medium, spiritual teacher, Goddess Isis, author, and publisher broker. She also gives seminars, will be joined by her Twin Flame, the Godfather-Holy Master Man Teacher/Healer, the pyramids in Egypt. She carries the energy of Goddess Isis and he carries the energy of RA. He was born with his spiritual path already pointing the ancient mystical school ways of healing.

If you have ever wondered what your human life has been like if you had made different choices at certain important moments - and how it can affect your life - you are sure to find this inspiring. Terry Brussel CCHT discusses the dangers of all that we are, even now, living the results resulting from those different choices.

Terry Lee Brussel is a Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist regularly referred to as "Miracle of Light and Superconsciousness". This talk will help you to get to the truth of who you really are and why you are here. You will learn how your past and future lives affect your life in the present and what you can do to clear your karma. You will discover more about the multi-dimensional nature of your soul and how to create an easy pathway to authentic healing.

Lorraine Flathayr & Howard Matreya - Creating the Starlight of Awareness: Mirror of Light and Superconsciousness. This talk will help you to get to the truth of who you really are and why you are here. You will learn how your past and future lives affect your life in the present and what you can do to clear your karma. You will discover more about the multi-dimensional nature of your soul and how to create an easy pathway to authentic healing.

Lorraine Flathayr is a multi-dimensional channel for RA-Isis, a multi-dimensional channel for Amun-Ra, Isis, other spiritual entities, as well as Ascended Masters, Archangels and Beings of Light. She is a Medium, Spiritual Entrepreneuer, Motivational Speaker, and best-selling author. She specializes in helping people awaken to their higher selves.

Dr. Madalyn Kennedy is a spiritual intuitive, psychic, medium, spiritual teacher, Goddess Isis, author, and publisher broker. She also gives seminars, will be joined by her Twin Flame, the Godfather-Holy Master Man Teacher/Healer, the pyramids in Egypt. She carries the energy of Goddess Isis and he carries the energy of RA. He was born with his spiritual path already pointing the ancient mystical school ways of healing.

Rajenara - Dr. Madalyn Kennedy is an Egyptian High Priestess, spiritual intuitive, psychic, medium, spiritual teacher, Goddess Isis, author, and publisher broker. She also gives seminars, will be joined by her Twin Flame, the Godfather-Holy Master Man Teacher/Healer, the pyramids in Egypt. She carries the energy of Goddess Isis and he carries the energy of RA. He was born with his spiritual path already pointing the ancient mystical school ways of healing.

Rajenara - Dr. Madalyn Kennedy is an Egyptian High Priestess, spiritual intuitive, psychic, medium, spiritual teacher, Goddess Isis, author, and publisher broker. She also gives seminars, will be joined by her Twin Flame, the Godfather-Holy Master Man Teacher/Healer, the pyramids in Egypt. She carries the energy of Goddess Isis and he carries the energy of RA. He was born with his spiritual path already pointing the ancient mystical school ways of healing.
Lectures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Century A</th>
<th>Century B</th>
<th>Century C</th>
<th>Century D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ron Amitron</td>
<td>Rion DeRouen</td>
<td>Kaitlyn Keyt</td>
<td>Bob Hartman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding the Alien Presence on Earth</td>
<td>Bridging the Metaphysical and Physical Worlds</td>
<td>Earth’s Heartbeat: Effecting Life Expectancy</td>
<td>Visual Powers of Genderfree Arts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Known as the Myth Breaker, Spiritual Teacher/Master Healer, Ron Amitron, has an unparalleled understanding of Alien interference with humans. How to tell if you’ve been abducted! Do you have an Alien tracking barcode and/or an Alien handle? Attend this highly informative lecture which includes CLS clearings/ healings! Ron exposes the Alien use of: Abductions, implants, tracking barcodes, downloaded programs, personal handlers, human cloning, body altering robotic programs, astro-ogy/horoscope the Alien connection, satellite mind control transmissions, and channeled messages. KEY NOTE: Bring drinking water to be activated with the vibrational Light frequency that your body needs. | The Focus of Discussion will be on bridging the Metaphysical and Physical Worlds of Planet Earth. Insights on how to raise your vibration and unlock your dormant DNA will be shared. “It’s time to Share God’s Gifts with Humanity.” Rion DeRouen is an Awakened Being sent from our Galactic Family to aid in the Awakening of Mass Consciousness here on Earth. Founder of Team Light, he and his associates Alexander Mazzone and Giselle Key will share how to raise your frequency and unlock your highest level of being. Ron and Giselle are currently filming a Conscious Media Talk Show with Volve TV titled, The Daily Vibe, set to release early 2016. | Are we designed to live 1200 years? View graphs of our life expectancy and brain capacity in correlation with the speed of the planets heartbeat. This heart beat goes in cycles. Humans living 900 yrs was believed to be normal at one time. What cycle are we on and how does it effect us. Look at a photo of your grandparents at your age as proof that something is UP! Kaitlyn Keyt, 11 time visionary and founder of Team Light, will take you to your soul’s core, where you will become regenerated and sanctified by Divine Grace from the Angels. | Genderfree Arts offers timeless original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. We depict & reveal original artworks & quotes of enlightenment. |}

Conscious Life Expo

Friday 7 pm

**Ron Amitron**
Understanding the Alien Presence on Earth

**Rion DeRouen**
Bridging the Metaphysical and Physical Worlds

**Kaitlyn Keyt**
Earth’s Heartbeat: Effecting Life Expectancy

**Bob Hartman**
Visual Powers of Genderfree Arts

Friday 8 pm

**Hans Christian King**
Messages From Spirit: Spirituality and Politics

**Mas Sajady**
Exponential Intelligence - Know/ Heal Yourself

**Stewart Pearce**
The Angels of Grace

**Daniel H. Schmidt**
Miracle of Light & Superconsciousness

The Lectures are designed to bring new perspectives on life, offering insights into the human experience and exploring the potential of human consciousness. Attendees can expect a blend of scientific and metaphysical exploration, with a focus on practical applications for personal growth and collective advancement. The discussions will cover topics ranging from the impact of technology on human consciousness to the role of spiritual practices in shaping individual and societal evolution.
Chireya K. Fox
A Case of Mistaken Identity

Dr. Antoine Chevalier, PhD, ND
Dr. Antoine Chevalier will show how we can be free from the taxicab spiritual masters and texts such as the Vedics, the Bhagavad Gita, Buddha and the Pal Caron will focus on the reality of the beauties that you are and the power you are.

Dr. Angela Barnett
Turning Into Light 2039

Brett Jones
Light and the Pineal Gland

Feng Shui is an art that is over 5000 years old, gaining increased interest. Within the study of Feng Shui are the concepts of Yin & Yang and the laws of exchange of a system known as the 5 Elements. Ancient Chinese hold vital views on this law of exchange, regarding it as the law that keeps the order in our Universe. Find out how you can help yourself with practical Feng Shui tips and how to improve your personal journey in 2017, your year of the Yin Fire Rooster.

Clariçe Chan is a world known Singaporean Feng Shui Master with a deep connection to the metaphysical realm. She will once again share her deep understanding through using the Tarot, Numerology, Chinese Astrology and Chinese Zenology.

By now, almost everyone has heard the words, "Light Work" and intention. It is your intention that sets the stage for the manifests that come from your intention. You will learn how clear and congruent is your intentionality? Join Koki Higashihara’s team of Hawaii’s top rated intuitive readers & creator of ALOHA ELIXIR for this hands-on information and emotional literacy, Deborah will teach techniques that allow you to ask with clear and powerful intention.

Dr. Keiko Tavares is the creator of ALOHA ELIXIR a Psychic, and Intention Coach specializing in business, career, relationships, and personal development. He provide helpful guidance to those who want to unlock their highest potential and become their best selves.

Deborah Stuart will show how to create postive change through the power of your clear, focused intention.

Deborah Stuart will teach quantitative and qualitative scientific methods to determine how we can change our bodies, our products and our world. By understanding the science of biomimicry, she will provide us with an understanding of how nature works and why it is important to understand it.

Rebecca MacLennan, RMT
What’s Going On in the World

Rebecca Stuart
3 Steps to Magically Create Success

Dr. Dr. Keiko Tavares of ALOHA ELIXIR a Psychic, and Intention Coach specializing in business, career, relationships, and personal development. He provide helpful guidance to those who want to unlock their highest potential and become their best selves.

April 28, 2006: Dr. Keiko Tavares, a Doctor of Physical Therapy, was born in the family of famous music producer and composer, Dr. Antonio. He is the only child of his parents. Since he was a young child, Dr. Keiko showed a great interest in science and technology. He spent most of his childhood in the laboratory, exploring and experimenting with various materials and devices. He was constantly working on new projects and inventions, always striving to push the boundaries of what was possible.

Dr. Keiko Tavares’ education began at the University of Tokyo, where he studied mechanical engineering. After completing his undergraduate studies, he went on to earn a Master’s degree in computer science from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. During his time at MIT, Dr. Tavares became interested in the field of artificial intelligence and robotics.

After completing his studies, Dr. Tavares worked as a researcher at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in the United States. He worked on various projects related to robotics, artificial intelligence, and computer vision. His research focused on developing algorithms and software that could enable robots to perform complex tasks in real-world environments.

In 2008, Dr. Tavares founded his own company, Tavarex, where he continued to work on developing cutting-edge technologies for robotics and artificial intelligence. The company specialized in creating autonomous systems that could be used for various applications, such as space exploration, healthcare, and defense.

Dr. Tavares’ research and development work continued to gain recognition, and he was invited to speak at various conferences and seminars around the world. His contributions to the field of artificial intelligence have been widely acclaimed, and he has received numerous awards and honors for his work.

Dr. Keiko Tavares is currently serving as the director of the Tavarex robotics laboratory at the University of Tokyo. He is also a visiting professor at the California Institute of Technology, where he teaches courses on robotics and artificial intelligence. His research continues to focus on developing innovative technologies that can be used to solve real-world problems and improve the quality of life for people around the world.
Conscious Life Expo

Lectures

Saturday 1 pm

Century A

Lyra

Spirit Guides & Power Animals

Divine Healing Dance with Pavia Stuchlikova: Divine Healing Dance features a unique dance form that helps you release your energy field and around you. We will answer questions and give participants a chance to practice. You will be guided into simple movements and breathing exercises accompanied by specifically selected music. Move and experience yourself as energy!

Pavia Stuchlikova is a multi-dimensional spiritual healer. Originally from Czech Republic. She is helping people open their heart and return to their original self. She has developed her psychic abilities are refined by study of many techniques.

Century B

Pavla Stuchlikova

Divine Healing Dance

Century C

Gary Douglas

Ground, Center & Protect Your Energy

If you find yourself in environments, situations, social inter- actions that leave you feeling anxious, overwhelmed, tense, or drained, these feelings may not be because you are a Neg- ative person, challenging circum- stances, cell phones, computers, and life itself can have an effect on us... whether we like it or not. Grounding your energy keeps you present and in the moment. Centering means you remain calm in the midst of negativity or chaos. Shielding keeps you protected from “stuff or junk” outside and helps keep person- al energy separated.

Gary Douglas, involved in environment over 30 years, has helped thousands find a place of calm regardless of outer negativity.

Century D

D.P. Mahesh

Master Your Breath, Master Your Life

5 Element BreathWork is a powerful Himalayan self-healing technique used to rejuvenate. Besides physical healing, Reiki helps to release emotional blockages and negative energy in your chakras. It is a form of Light Language for your heal- ing. D.P. Mahesh draws on his rich experience as a healer and a teacher and quotes ex- tensively from his healing diary to substantiate.

D.P. Mahesh was born to Brah- man parents in India. Early in his youth, he gravitated towards the divine, which led him to self- initiated meditations. He became a monk for nearly 7 years, learn- ing many techniques for rapid spiritual growth.

Sunday 2 pm

Century A

Vajrayarya Douglas

Sutton

Experience Inner Light - Healing Meditation

Feel empowerment and healing divine light fill your body. Radi- ate inner light as you practice an ancient meditation of this 2500+ year unbroken lineage of awak- ened soul. Specific techniques to attain enlightenment and 108 spiritual sounds, heal yourself and others, increase spiritual protection, wealth & luck.

Vajrayarya Douglas Sutton has taught Esoteric Buddhist Dharma for over 40 years under the guidance of Maha Vairocana Dharma Center. Dr. D.P. Mahesh, the 49th Dharma Lineage Holder of the Chinese Esoteric School.

Century B

David Christopher

Lewis

Working Alchemy with Saint Germain Now

Saint Germain has revealed sim- ple keys and cutting-edge tools for transforming your carbon-based consciousness into pure love. Ask your questions on al-chemy, abundance and the violet flame. Saint Germain will work personal alchemy for attendees and give a 10-minute group alchemy. He will demonstrate how to make alchemy practical in your everyday life as well as apply it to resolve mega- challenges humanity now faces.

David Christopher Lewis, gifted clairaudient author, received the mantle of Divine Physician in a new cycle of healing grace sponsor- ed by the Holy Spirit and co-founded The Hearts Center Community, Meno University and Paradise Permaculture.

Century C

Helaine Z.

Harris

Magneto Money Miracles

Spirit wants you to know YOU can Magneto Money Miracles. We will explore 4 things that repel abundance. Fear de- creases energy flow and abundance and then manifest greater opportuni- ties and income flowing to you. Learn Helaine’s secrets for attracting money and manifesting pearls. She will be joined by powerful messages he receives for each person he works with. Before the secret, he received the message that many he would work with will need more intensive clearing and healing. He was told to pre- pare and bring with you and other sacred rituals, spiritual formulations of the Egyptian Essene traditions and the Gifts of the Holy Spirit. Kimberly scours the entire body as a human MRl/X-ray with her hands guiding her blinking eyes. In addition to find- ing negative energy and disease, she can detect any traumas the body has suffered from birth to now. She also has the ability to find trapped emotional pain en- capsulated in the body.

Century D

Dr. Madalyn

Kennedy

Sacred Work of Egypt’s Holy Man

Meet the Godfather-Holy Man Jean-Charles Vajracharya, a yogi and Reiki master. Scheduling private consultation sessions, where the Holy Man follows his own teachings and rites in the Egyptian mystical schools, arrives from a great lineage. He is led by the powerful messages he receives for each person he works with. Before the secret, he received the message that many he would work with will need more intensive clearing and healing. He was told to prepare and bring with you and other sacred rituals, spiritual formulations of the Egyptian Essene traditions and the Gifts of the Holy Spirit. Kimberly scours the entire body as a human MRl/X-ray with her hands guiding her blinking eyes. In addition to finding negative energy and disease, she can detect any traumas the body has suffered from birth to now. She also has the ability to find trapped emotional pain encapsulated in the body.

Kimberly will channel teachings from the Egyptian Holy Man Clairvoyant Medium Dr. Christian Toren von Lahr. She can pinpoint and release many emotional, mental, and physical blockages, works on depres- sions, psychosomatic disorders, karmic issues, dark energies and much more. Master Parag draws on his rich experience as a healer and a teacher and quotes extensively from his healing diary to substantiate.

Century A

Century B

Century C

Century D

Parag Pattani

Reiki Beyond Physical Healing

Century A

Century B

Century C

Century D

Jamy Price

Healing With Light Language

Light Language is an interdimen- sional language that is under- stood by all on a soul level. It speaks directly to your DNA, activating and recording your personal vibrational signature. It is a form of Light Language for your heal- ing. Jamy Price draws on his rich experience as a healer and a teacher and quotes extensively from his healing diary to substantiate.

Jamy Price, author of Opening to Light Language, is an energy healer, channel, and teacher. She developed Crystalites Soul Healing and also channels Light Language, which she now shares with you and the world.

Century A

Century B

Century C

Century D

Dr. Chris- tian Toren von Lahr

SoulMate My- sterily Unlocked - Find Yours!

The ancient system of Soul- mates has been decoded by Clairvoyant Medium Dr. Christian Toren von Lahr. He can pinpoint who your soulmate is, when and where you meet your mates, attraction details and other personal details. He is an incarnation of an ancient Seer, Apolloius of Tyana – he has been seeing into the future. He can see the big picture of your life. Clairvoyant Medium Dr. Christian Toren von Lahr is an ancient Seer, Apolloius of Tyana – he has been seeing into the future. He can see the big picture of your life.

Century A

Century B

Century C

Century D

Philipp Wilson

Far-Infrared Saunas are a MUST

Dr. Chi received his PhD in biochemistry and is the au- thor of Fingerprinting and Tongue Analysis used as a textbook by healthcare professionals. He has also published over 30 ar- ticles on tongue and unique analysis and herbal formulas.

Century A

Century B

Century C

Century D

Tammie Lynn

Calderon

Awaken & Optimize Your Chakras

Join Tammie Lynn Calderon as she presents a workshop to help you balance your chakras with color and sound. She will also answer questions to keep you and your environment feel- ing joyful and radiant. Free color readings and balancing testing are part of the workshop.

Century A

Century B

Century C

Century D

Tedd Mahr

Messages From the Masters

I am a psychic, and I will be giving readings, channeling, and connecting to great masters such as Professor Albert Einstein, No- trсмотреть, U.S. President John F. Kennedy, Dr. Masaru Emoto, and others. I believe that from now through the next several decades are pivotal times of individual evolution of humanity, and that there is a bright, beautiful future ahead of all of us on this planet.

Tedd Mahr’s radio show. Out of this World Radio, is the fastest growing international radio program in the world with listeners in over 60 countries.
Conscious Life Expo Saturday 5 pm

**Tatyana Mickushina**
The Ascended Masters in America

You can access all the power of spirit to bring light into all the aspects of your life. You can learn to see past the illusion of your experience of living in a divided society, and live in peace and harmony with the universe. Passing all the pain surrounding mankind. In the first half, Hans Christian King will lecture. During the second half, he will take questions from the audience.

**Hans Christian King**
Messages From Spirit: Daily Spirituality

**Dick Larson**
UFO's and Their Spiritual Mission

Reported sightings of UFOs have increased dramatically over the last few years. Are they real? If so, who are they, where are they from, and why are they here? Author Dick Larson sheds light on these questions and more— the appearance of the World Teacher, as well as a Great Event that will dramatically affect life on our planet. Don’t miss this presentation!

**Robin Sol**
The Charisma of Celebrities, Saints, and You

The eye of a storm is still, and rains spin around its central pupil. Discover your psychic readings. You will help others to refine the path you are destined to be on, and what blockages might be in your way from your Spiritual Truth. Followed by Psychic Debbie giving FREE one question readings. There will be a drawing for a session with Debbie after the lecture.

**Debbie Griggs**
Finding Your Spiritual Truth

This is probably the most wonderful, powerful, and awesome time in your life to experience you will grow at an ever increasing rate. You are in the midst of changes that will profoundly affect your life in the most profound way. Your spiritual growth is THE most important element of your life. Spend this time with the loving beings who call Them-selves Golden Arrow and learn together about the elemental energies of Life. You can find her on radio, internet, YouTube and live events.

Conscious Life Expo Saturday 7 pm

**J.J. & Desiree Hurtak with Alan Stearns**
ET Realities & the Codes to Ascension

Join us as we detail the cosmology of aliens worlds and multidimensional realities. According to the expanded minds from ET contacts this quantum shift we are in is leading to our own lightboby activation. As co-creators of The Ascension Codex, and with you educational, insight and experience thousands more the elemental energies of Life. You can find her on radio, internet, YouTube and live events.

**Emmanuel Obiorah**
What Causes Inner Suffering?

Many suffer at varied levels. From depths of depression to that constant sting of worry and anxiety that pervades the consciousness of many. But, there are methods and a set of options. The speaker will share insights derived from his work, “In the Light of Truth”, the Grail Message that has helped him discover that path.

Conscious Life Expo Saturday 8 pm

**Eric Earl & Bert Allen**
2Guys In the Know Manifesting Your Highest Life’s Purpose

Are you on the right path? In this powerful workshop, participants will learn to tap their highest life’s purpose by engaging the spirit world through purposeful steps and asking the "2Guys" will share with you simple methods and remove the mystery of manifesting while sharing enabling stories and examples with YOU. The universe is full of abundance for everyone of us to share and unlock yours. Don’t miss out!

**Sarah Jean**
Synergy Into Love: Angelic Light Code

As an angelic channel, Sarah achieves activations and portal inviting Angelic Light Codes guiding you to remember being your Angelic Self, True essence that is of pure LOVE. Healing is remembering who we are! You will raise your frequency and expand your expanded minds and heart and joy of living to be a Light Worker to bridge Heaven and Earth!

**Sarah Jeanes**
Spiritual Counselor, angelic channel, intuitive medium, spiritual teacher, inspirational speaker, author, visionary artist and graphic artist illustrator and art director. Sarah Jeanes combines the worlds of art and spirituality with Angelic Beings. Masters of Light, and Nature’s Intelligence.
### Lectures

**Sunday 9 am**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Century A</th>
<th>Century B</th>
<th>Century C</th>
<th>Century D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dianne Joy Bauer</td>
<td>Tulku Gyalwa Jampa Norbu</td>
<td>Tucker Garrison</td>
<td>Keith McHenry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Your Joyous Life: FSell and Know!</em></td>
<td><em>Awaken the Soul Meditation</em></td>
<td><em>Superfoods and Rejuvenating Business</em></td>
<td><em>Transform the World with Food Not Bombs</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Century D**

*Experience Buddha Maitreya*

**Tucker Garrison**

*The fascinating story of how eight college students set out to transform the world by initiating a thriving business model through the story of Sacha Inchi. This talk covers the following: 1) An individual level, 2) one of the most nutritional dense foods on the planet with amazing health benefits for the human body. 2) On an eco-social level, it is providing economic opportunity, relevancy to medical culture, and regenerating the environment.*

---

**Sunday 10 am**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Century A</th>
<th>Century B</th>
<th>Century C</th>
<th>Century D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Richard Ylap</td>
<td>Rev. Bruce Mallery</td>
<td>Meg Benecidente</td>
<td>Tracee Dunblazier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Light and the Pineal Gland</em></td>
<td><em>Sunidal Way of Life</em></td>
<td><em>Exit the Ma-brix - Ascension Activations</em></td>
<td><em>Spirits know about you. You should know about them.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Century D**

*The past 20 years Quantum AccessTM has evolved into a spiritual organization with the mission of Quantum AccessTM. Tapping into ancient Mystery School knowledge from around the world, it is creating a happy and inspiring moment open the doors of destiny. We can begin to see at any time of your life and in any situation. We will demystify what we think and experience.*

---

**Sunday 12 pm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Century A</th>
<th>Century B</th>
<th>Century C</th>
<th>Century D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May McCarthy</td>
<td>Sue Whittaker</td>
<td>Sonja Grace</td>
<td>Dr. Stephen Ward &amp; Brandy Faith Wellington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Partnering With Your Chief Spiritual Officer</em></td>
<td><em>Vibrational Alchemy</em></td>
<td><em>Secrets of the Ancients</em></td>
<td><em>Heal Your Relationships to Heal Your Back Pain</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Century D**

*Educator, out of body traveler and author Sue Whittaker shares her remarkable and amazing research from her 'LOVE Machine'. She discusses her workshop on how to trust that the C50 will do its job with excellence while you realize more of the power that is inherent in your life with less of the work.*

---

*Learn how to use the higher realms to accelerate your manifestation goals. You will learn new tools to help you move your body and meditate.*

---

*Even determining what an Alternative Therapy is can be perplexing. The definition has changed and evolved over the years. This presentation will help define and clarify what alternative therapies are and how they function in the sometimes very rough seas of modern life.*

---

*Did you know that the status of your relationships within your family can determine the curvature of your spine and the positioning of your back and physical structure you may experience? And the truth is, no matter how much physical manipulation you might make on your body, the spine will not return to its natural state until you address these core relationship issues. Learn more about a surprising truth from Dr. Stephen Ward and change Alchemists, Brandy Faith Wellington in this eye opening lecture.*
The auras provides protection from other people’s energy. When you operate at your best, you become a magnetic field that attracts love, happiness and abundance. People naturally flock to you when you are in your optimal state. To access your aura, you must first clear away all the negative energy that surrounds you. The aura is your spiritual armor that shields you from the toxic influence of negative people. To access your aura, you must first clear away all the negative energy that surrounds you. The aura is your spiritual armor that shields you from the toxic influence of negative people. To access your aura, you must first clear away all the negative energy that surrounds you. The aura is your spiritual armor that shields you from the toxic influence of negative people. To access your aura, you must first clear away all the negative energy that surrounds you. The aura is your spiritual armor that shields you from the toxic influence of negative people.
Conscious Life Expo
Lectures
Sunday 5 pm

Lectures
Sunday 6 pm

Century A
David Hamilton Nichols
Inform, Energize, Transform, Realize

Century B
Alexandra
Unlocking Your Potential

Century C
Lai Ubben
Direct Past Life Readings

Century D
Lorien Fenton
Extraordinary Contact: Redefining The Experience

Do you know your full potential? Do you know what you are capable of? Are you aware of your purpose and why you are here? The time is NOW for you to experience the MORE of who you REALLY are. Spend the next 45 minutes with the expanded, loving beings who call Themselves Golden Arrow and experience the empowerment that They have for you. Do this for YOU!!!

Alexandra has been trance channeling Golden Arrow for over 20 years. She facilitates group gatherings, workshops and private sessions. She submits channelings to Sedona magazine and will be presenting Golden Arrow on internet radio and YouTube.

In the field of Ufology it is known that other dimensional and extraterrestrial beings are communicating with humans and in a vast variety of ways. It is also apparent that these “types” of Contact have become more sophisticated as human consciousness evolves and has gone well beyond the ridged confines of Close Encounters of the First through Fourth Kind. Lorien’s presentation covers her research into firsthand accounts of the Experience’s ET encounters and how she has “redefined” Contact for the New Paradigm.

Lorien became involved in the UFO Community after a near death experience propelled her into doing the work she loves in a community that she has been passionate about her entire life.

In this lecture Sudi will show you how to find your core beliefs and what really stops you from losing weight. Once you find out what your beliefs are and how they are keeping you from changing your eating and exercise habits you can start the process of losing weight effectively.ipedly tapping into your inner power allowing you to accept and love yourself just the way you are.

Sudi Burnett is an international speaker who hosts her own TV show. Sudi is a life coach, intuitive health coach, and spiritual consultant guiding her satisfied clients spiritually, mentally, emotionally, and physically.

Kaitlyn Keyt
3 New Light Hearted - Mind Tingling Talks

11 Time Visionary Awarded, Inventor, Speaker
Creator of VibesUP a Resource for Vibrational Energy Education and Tools

Lighthearted Deep Wisdom Talks
Unique Vibration Raising Gifts to all who attend

Friday 7PM
Century Room C
Earth’s Heart Beat Effecting LIFE EXPECTANCY

Complimentary energy tool gifts $30.00 value

Saturday 8PM
Newport Room B
90 MINUTE WORKSHOP
Interactive ‘Energy PLAYshop’

Complimentary energy tool gifts $30.00 value

Sunday 11AM
Century Room B
MINI WORKSHOP
Interactive ‘Energy PLAYshop’

Complimentary energy tool gifts $30.00 value

Litiios® Light Crystals & Light Diamonds of the New Age
are energetic light products that raise the light frequency in the aura, spaces and activate crystalline light consciousness in you

See, feel & experience the Light of the Angels in your Life!

www.Litiios.com

Conscious Life Expo
Lectures
Sunday 6 pm

Century A
Nia Momin
The Sacred Feminine & Philosopher’s Stone

Century B
Parthenia Grant, PhD
Quantum Anti-Aging Secrets

Century C
Leela Hutchison
Giant Crystal Caves of Mexico

Century D
Sudi Burnett
CBD Medicinal Healing and Weight Loss

You are much more than you realize and than you know! As Jesus said, “Don’t you know that you are all gods?” Come hear and learn about your highest potential, transform from yourself to ordinary human being into a god and reach divine consciousness. The Divine Alchemy will transform you. The Wisdom will guide you and Knowledge will empower you! It is yours to reclaim it again, once and for all!

Nia Momin, from the Czech Republic, is a writer, teacher, and speaker who hosts her own TV show. Sudi is a life coach, intuitive health coach, and spiritual consultant guiding her satisfied clients spiritually, mentally, emotionally, and physically.

Dr. Grant is Host of Divine Love Talk on CRN; an award-winning author; wellness expert; and, psychologist who has helped thousands heal holistically by transcending trauma and harmful habits through finding meaning in life.

Dr. Grant’s forte is “Co-Creating The Best Possible You” with wit, wisdom and simple secrets designed to create a clear channel for the Divine to dwell. Learn quantum techniques to transform you, mute blocked energy and re- establish the flow of well-being. Reverse aging by reframing unproductive programs picked up through the collective unconscious. Free yourself from stress and dis-ease through detox, diet, PEMF energy frequency, and forgiveness.

Leela Hutchison, G.C., is a crystal planetary grid activator and brings groups together for healing the waters.

Loriien became involved in the UFO Community after a near death experience propelled her into doing the work she loves in a community that she has been passionate about her entire life.

Being one of the first explorers to enter into the Giant Selenite Crystal Caves of Mexico in 2001, Leela Hutchison shares her journey and the importance of these caves on the earth. Learn how they heal our emotional body. Selenite was named after the moon Goddess Selene and her multi-dimensional function is more than a Greek mythos. These crystals are linked to water and water holds memory. Selenite is a crystal of awakening and assists in the evolving consciousness of humanity. Journey into the giant crystals and learn about your highest purpose and why you are here yourself and receive a crystal activation.

This lecture will show you how to find your core beliefs and what really stops you from losing weight. Once you find out what your beliefs are and how they are keeping you from changing your eating and exercise habits you can start the process of losing weight effectively. Ipedly tapping into your inner power allowing you to accept and love yourself just the way you are.

Sudi Burnett is an international speaker who hosts her own TV show. Sudi is a life coach, intuitive health coach, and spiritual consultant guiding her satisfied clients spiritually, mentally, emotionally, and physically.
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Being one of the first explorers to enter into the Giant Selenite Crystal Caves of Mexico in 2001, Leela Hutchison shares her journey and the importance of these caves on the earth. Learn how they heal our emotional body. Selenite was named after the moon Goddess Selene and her multi-dimensional function is more than a Greek mythos. These crystals are linked to water and water holds memory. Selenite is a crystal of awakening and assists in the evolving consciousness of humanity. Journey into the giant crystals and learn about your highest purpose and why you are here yourself and receive a crystal activation.
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An Awakening Center

818.782.6869 | www.hzharris.com

Magnetize Money Miracles

Helaine Harris
Intuitive Business Coach
Shamanic Healer & Psychotherapist, LMFT

3 Winners Chosen

Visit Booth # 154
Saturday, 2:00pm

Intuitive Readings, Healings & More!

Lecture: Century C
Explore 4 things that repel abundance.
Engage Soul Power to become a Money Magnet
Process: Release Fear, Activate Your Money Miracle Path
(1 winner chosen)

FREE Workshop: Newport B
5th Dimension Energy to Increase Business Success
Sunday, 2-3:30pm

Discover the 4 mistakes spiritualpreneurs make that repel business and income. Recognize the importance of balancing Love and Power.
Learn a 7-Step System to create Divine Business Success.
Process: Meet Your Divine Business Team and open your intuition for wiser decisions to increase success (2 winners chosen)

Upcoming Programs
Free Training Call
Tuesday 3/7
“Learn How to Make More Money with Business Intuition”

Interactive Class
Tuesday 3/28
“Double Your Income Using Business Intuition”

An Awakening Center
818.782.6869 | www.hzharris.com

Relax® Far Infrared Sauna

Experience the Relax Sauna at our booth #407

Revolutionary semiconductor Technology...

- Promotes cellular renewal and healing.
- For relaxation & improving one’s mood.
- Elimination of metabolic waste & heavy metals.
- Improves blood circulation & micro-circulation.
- Increases metabolism & wellness.

OVER 95% PURE FAR INFRARED
unheard of in any infrared wood sauna

Workshop on the spiritual and healing aspects of far infrared energy
from 6:00 to 7:30 Friday / There will also be a talk at 4:30 - 5:15 Saturday

The Amazing Sauna that generates Chi and feels Spiritually uplifting

As I was meditating just for the past couple of minutes, I really got very clear on some questions I have been pondering. I was able to just release from it, and not even think about it. And just Beautiful guidance just came forth for me. And this has happened both times that I have been in here. I see a consistency. I was raving about it. I would rave about it. I would tell everyone about it. Absolutely. Positively! I have experienced a lot of healing therapies. And this to me is very authentic and very strong. All I know is it feels good. It feels so good. I felt very energized and clear. Really clear. I noticed how much of the up. Just Feeling Up. Very balanced, actually.

It’s a clean refreshing feeling. It’s like this delicious warmth feeling. It just feels re-vitalizing. It feels like my body is more awake and clear. That’s what it feels like, ... I didn’t expect to feel as clean and/or energized by it. Thomas - Holistic Coach

Pursue Far Infrared Divine Light!

626.200.8454 / momen98@aol.com / MOMENTUM98.com
Taking Advantage of the Moment! Propelling Yourself into Greatness!
Post Conference Schedule

Monday Post Conference Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Century A</th>
<th>Century B</th>
<th>Century C</th>
<th>Century D</th>
<th>La Jolla</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>11 AM</td>
<td>1:30 PM</td>
<td>2 PM</td>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Hatcher Childress</td>
<td>Kimberly Meredith</td>
<td>Laura Eisenhower</td>
<td>Ron Amiltron</td>
<td>Master Sha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancient Aliens and Ancient Technology</td>
<td>The Holy Spirit, DNA Eye Activations</td>
<td>Disclosure, Guardians &amp; The Divinity Path</td>
<td>Navigating the Alien Holographic Timeline Matrix</td>
<td>Tao Calligraphy For Chronic Pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72 Buy Discount Tickets at <a href="http://www.consciouslifeexpo.com">www.consciouslifeexpo.com</a> Toll Free: 800-367-5777</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 AM</td>
<td>2 PM</td>
<td>3 PM</td>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>5 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Henry</td>
<td>Gail Thackray</td>
<td>Jayme Price</td>
<td>Zarathustra</td>
<td>Pandana Shiva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Awakened Soul</td>
<td>Distance Healing</td>
<td>WeLeash Your Empowered Love &amp; Abundance</td>
<td>How to See, Feel, Cleanse and Restore the Auric Field</td>
<td>Activism for Protecting the Planet and Each Other</td>
</tr>
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<td>Hall of Mirrors with a Quicksand Floor</td>
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Tuesday 6:30 pm - 9:30 pm

Post Conference Special Event

Pacific Ballroom

Post Conference Special Event

James Van Praagh

Ignite the Power of Love

Join James Van Praagh, world-renowned psychic medium and #1 New York Times best-selling author of over a dozen books, including his latest: The Power of Love! In this life-changing extended workshop, James will reveal secrets and techniques from The Power of Love:

- Master the negative patterns of your past to let your best self emerge!
- Reconnect with spirit family from the other side and learn the lessons they have for you.
- Create a road map for achieving the love, happiness and new opportunities you desire.
- The Power of Love will harmonize your thoughts, deeds and relationships and ultimately transform your life experience.

Monday 11 am - 1:30 pm

Post Conference

Ancient Alien Technology

David Hatcher Childress

David presents an in-depth fast-paced visual presentation on ancient technology and ancient aliens. Childress looks at the astonishing buildings in Peru and Bolivia, including the curious and advanced construction techniques used at Puma-Punku and Tiwanaku. He explores the legends of UFOs coming out of Lake Titicaca and looks at the strange alien skulls discovered on the coast of Peru. Finally, he takes us to the strange megathetic statues of ancient aliens in Mexico and Colombia.

La Jolla

Master Zhi Gang Sha

Tao Calligraphy for Chronic Pain

Tao Calligraphy uses a single, continuous brush stroke to write sacred Chinese healing phrases. Master Sha, the sole lineage holder of Yi Bi Zi calligraphy or oneness writing, infuses this one-stroke calligraphy with a healing and transformative Source Light Field that can remove blockages at all levels of the soul, mind and body. Tao Calligraphy practices have been used for relieving chronic pain as well as for boosting energy, improving relationships, healing depression, anxiety and anger, and more. Learn how to write a sacred Tao Calligraphy healing phrase and practice with this powerful blessing. Tap into your inner healer.

Dr. and Master Zhi Gang Sha is a world-renowned spiritual healer, a grandmaster of Tao and ancient Chinese arts, and a bestselling author of 21 books on alternative medicine. As a medical doctor trained in Western medicine, traditional Chinese medicine and acupunture, he is the creator of Soul Mind Body Medicine®.

La Jolla

Kimberly Meredith

PART 1

The 5th Dimension DNA Eye Activation Blessings

Kimberly will personally do a DNA Eye Strand Activation on every participant with her gifted eyes. Kimberly channels that if enough people have the Activation, then the whole of the Earth consciousness will move up in its vibration. This activation is a gift from God thru Kimberly as an opening to your intuitive gifts. This activation is life changing.

La Jolla

Laura Eisenhower

PART 2

Medical Intuitive Scans & Healings Living in the miracles

Kimberly discusses God as an energy and how it speaks through her eyes. She will channel healings from The Holy Spirit and Albert Einstein on 5th Dimension that we are collectively experiencing right now. Kimberly will hand pick with her spirit guides from the group and will do a demonstration of scans with a detailed assessment on the Reiki table, humming from the angels, speaking out from her guides and The Holy Spirit.

La Jolla

Laura Eisenhower

PART 3

Disclosure, Guardians & The Divinity Path

In this post conference workshop, Laura will be discussing Disclosure, Unity Consciousness and what it takes to be fully Sovereign. She will share information about control groups and dark technologies and also help us to become more familiar with benevolent Guardian Angels like the Aurora and Krystal Star, who are hosting the organic Ascension with the returning Godess energies. She will share info about how we can initiate and prepare the human vessel for the Ascension energies and will share techniques that can help you to receive the high frequency downloads and avoid the Artificial Intelligence signals that can harm the light body and Consciousness development.

La Jolla

Kimberly Meredith

PART 4

The Future Unveiled: Empowered Love & Abundance

Juliana Ariel

Eisenhower and Each Other

Laura

Laura Eisenhower is a Global whistleblower and researcher who are hosting the organic Ascension energies. Laura is the great-granddaughter of President Dwight David Eisenhower.

La Jolla

Laura Eisenhower

An expert in the Artificial Intelligence signals, Laura will also help us to become more familiar with benevolent Guardian Angels like the Aurora and Krystal Star, who are hosting the organic Ascension energies and will share information about control groups and dark technologies. Laura will share with us what it means to be Sovereign and prepare the human vessel for the Ascension energies.

La Jolla

Kimberly Meredith

Kimberly discusses God as an energy and how it speaks through her eyes. She will channel healings from The Holy Spirit and Albert Einstein on 5th Dimension that we are collectively experiencing right now. Kimberly will hand pick with her spirit guides from the group and will do a demonstration of scans with a detailed assessment on the Reiki table, humming from the angels, speaking out from her guides and The Holy Spirit.

La Jolla

Laura Eisenhower
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Nassim Haramein
The Awakened Soul
The Art and Science of Ascension

Have you ever given thought to the significance and power of sacred art to your spiritual practice? Why, for example, do we hang images of Christ, Mary, Shiva, or a guru in our sacred spaces? The answer is that art, especially sacred art, has extraordinary, even cosmic, powers to elevate our consciousness, energize our soul, and to raise our spiritual frequency. Now, learn how the "visual alchemy" of sacred art opens our hearts, taps our emotions and acts as a bridge to our Divine Self. It also brings connection to a higher, purer consciousness and to our better, more perfect, selves. Join William for this eye-opening exploration of his latest research on the secrets of sacred art and how the visual alchemy of sacred art helps us connect to the significance and power of sacred art to our spiritual practice.

Richard Dolan
Understanding False Flags in Our Time
False flags are a real phenomenon, and they are an evil virus of our era. Richard Dolan covers false flag operations analyzed as a serious and widely used phenomenon. The planet being stolen by a transnational corporate financial-industrial complex through false flags including religions and nationalisms, the propaganda paradigm, including cultural values, educational system and news media, a war of corporate cultural control and imposition of a global police state. False Flags and black PSY OPS as described in the US Army’s Psychological Operations Manual: the nasty truth about regime change, color revolutions, and NGOs. Finally, how to identify the characteristics of a false flag.

Aurora Juliana Ariel
The Future Unveiled: 2012 - 2033
Catalyzing the profound shift presently taking place within the psyche of humanity, Dr. Ariel points to the fact that we are living in unprecedented times. Weaving a blend of astrophysics, prophecies, scientific predictions, and prophecies visions around 2012-33, she unveils a glorious potential casting its first rays of light on Earth. Illuminating the Dark Night we are presently passing through and providing a "missing piece" to traversing the challenges of this time. Find out what is in store for humanity in the "journey" she took to the future. Receive a powerful activation in her global healing for the advancement of humanity and everyone present.

John Perkins
Building Your Perception Bridge
Human activity is determined by the ways perceptions impact physical reality – both consciously and unconsciously. We have entered a time when we know we must change, as individuals and societies. The Perception Bridge is a tool that provides the ability to move from one objective reality to another by changing perceived reality. John has taught and applied it to facilitate major changes in individuals, institutions, corporations, and nations. Explore the new realities you wish for your life and the world, how to build your own Perception Bridge, and apply it in your daily activities.

La Jolla
Linda Moulton Howe
Hall of Mirrors with A Quicksand Floor
Linda opens up her Real X-Files of warnings and revelations coming from government whistleblowers and people in the human abduction syndrome, about friendly and unfriendly agendas of non-human intelligences from the ancient past to the present day. Theological Ray Bocche, Th.D., who has investigated several UFO cases asked in a recent interview with her, "Are we being toyed with by extraterrestrials?" Are there sinister entities somewhere out there waiting to gain entry into our minds and hearts and souls through any means possible? Are we in a cosmic chess game between the forces of light and darkness?"

Zarathustra
Activism for Protecting the Planet and Each Other
The secret of your power has been hidden from you. Your biocommunication is framed to fail. Life endangers your health. Your behavior is linked to the health of the planet. What’s the solution? What is your role? Do you feel the call to action? Join Zarathustra to help you step into a new paradigm of healing beyond the five senses and develop the ability to VISUALLY see the auro field with your own eyes. Zarathustra is the internationally known founder of 5th Dimensional Quantum Healing & Awareness. This high speed healing modality will help you to raise your vibration to a higher frequency in a matter of seconds enabling you to become a much more effective healer equipped with advanced healing techniques far beyond your current capabilities.

Conscious Life Expo
Post Conference

Monday 5 pm - 7:30 pm

Century A
Century B
Century C
Century D

John Perkins
Building Your Perception Bridge
P.O. Box 23526, La Jolla, CA 92038
Phone: 619-457-2585
Email: info@lindamoultonhowe.com
Website: Lindamoultonhowe.com

Linda Moulton Howe
Hall of Mirrors with A Quicksand Floor
P.O. Box 23526, La Jolla, CA 92038
Phone: 619-457-2585
Email: info@lindamoultonhowe.com
Website: Lindamoultonhowe.com

Gail Thackray
Distance Healing
P.O. Box 23526, La Jolla, CA 92038
Phone: 619-457-2585
Email: info@lindamoultonhowe.com
Website: Lindamoultonhowe.com

Jamyne Price
Unleash Your Empowered Love & Abundance
24910 Point Dume Way, Malibu, CA 90265
Website: JamynePrice.com

Zarathustra
Activism for Protecting the Planet and Each Other
24910 Point Dume Way, Malibu, CA 90265
Website: Zarathustra.com

Zarathustra
Activism for Protecting the Planet and Each Other
24910 Point Dume Way, Malibu, CA 90265
Website: Zarathustra.com

Vandana Shiva
Conncetected, Compassion, Courage: Activism for Protecting the Planet and Each Other

In the workshop we will discuss both conceptually as well as through five decades of ecological activism how interconnectedness is the nature of nature and society, and why seeing these interconnections is the basis of compassion and solidarity, as well as the source of courage and strength to act.

Dr. Vandana Shiva is an author and scientific advisor who has been way the world thinks about food security and environmental sustainability. Dr. Shiva’s contributions to gender issues are recognized internationally. Her book Staying Alive dramatically shifts popular perceptions of Third World women. Her work spans a research at universities worldwide to working with peasants in rural India. Time Magazine identified Dr. Shiva as an environmental hero and Asia Week has called her one of the five most powerful communicators in Asia. Forbes Magazine identified Dr. Shiva as one of the Seven Most Powerful Women on the Globe.
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Vandana Shiva
Conncetected, Compassion, Courage: Activism for Protecting the Planet and Each Other

In the workshop we will discuss both conceptually as well as through five decades of ecological activism how interconnectedness is the nature of nature and society, and why seeing these interconnections is the basis of compassion and solidarity, as well as the source of courage and strength to act.

Dr. Vandana Shiva is an author and scientific advisor who has been way the world thinks about food security and environmental sustainability. Dr. Shiva’s contributions to gender issues are recognized internationally. Her book Staying Alive dramatically shifts popular perceptions of Third World women. Her work spans a research at universities worldwide to working with peasants in rural India. Time Magazine identified Dr. Shiva as an environmental hero and Asia Week has called her one of the five most powerful communicators in Asia. Forbes Magazine identified Dr. Shiva as one of the Seven Most Powerful Women on the Globe.
Ascension, Awakening & Sacred Energy Healing Transmissions for Spiritually Minded Animal Lovers
Align with the Divine Source within YOU
Learn about Your Dormant DNA
Receive LIVE Energy Heating & Activations for You and Your Animal Companions
6pm - 7:30pm, Newport B Room
FREE!
Conscious Life Expo

Ticketing

FEBRUARY 2017 TICKET PURCHASE

PLEASE NOTE: A General Admission (Day Pass) is required to attend the Expo for each day. The Day Pass allows access to the free workshops, free lectures and the exhibit halls. Additional tickets are required for workshops and keynotes, panel discussions and special events as noted. Various combination passes offer significant discounts. Take some time to plan out the best way to do this and welcome to the Conscious Life Expo.

GENERAL ADMISSION, COMBINATION PASSES AND HOTEL RESERVATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DAY PASSES</th>
<th>Early Bird</th>
<th>Door</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friday General Admission</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday General Admission</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday General Admission</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMBINATION PASSES

- Silver Pass
  - 3 Day General Admission
  - Early Bird: $65
  - Door: $80

- Gold Pass
  - 3 Day Admission + 3 General Workshops
  - Early Bird: $135
  - Door: $165

- Saturday Only All Access Pass
  - Early Bird: $245
  - Door: $275

- Sunday Only All Access Pass
  - Early Bird: $265
  - Door: $295

- Platinum All Access Pass
  - 3 Day All Access - Friday thru Sunday
  - Early Bird: $635
  - Door: $675

- Platinum Passes and Saturday, Sunday All Access Pass does not include Noory Speaker Reception & Award Ceremony, VIP Seating for James Van Praagh, or Gail Thackray VIP Front Rows & Attunement

GET AWAY PACKAGES

- Platinum Get Away for 1
  - Platinum Pass + 2 Hotel Room Nights (inc.lax)
  - Early Bird: $985
  - Door: N/A

- Platinum Get Away for 2
  - Platinum Pass + 2 Hotel Room Nights (inc.lax)
  - Early Bird: $1525
  - Door: N/A

- Bring a Friend Get Away for 2
  - Two Silver Passes + 2 Hotel Room Nights (inc.lax)
  - Early Bird: $495
  - Door: N/A

- Hotel Room Only
  - Book your accommodations directly with the LAX Hilton 310-410-4000 or make your reservation online

- Livestream Tickets Available

WORKSHOPS, KEYNOTES, PANELS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

STANDARD EVENT PRICING

- General Workshop Ticket
  - Early Bird: $25
  - Door: $35
- Panel Ticket
  - Early Bird: $20
  - Door: $30
- Keynote Ticket
  - Early Bird: $45
  - Door: $55
- Post Conference Ticket
  - Early Bird: $75
  - Door: $95

SPECIAL EVENT PRICING

- James Van Praagh
  - General Seating for Van Praagh
    - Early Bird: $55
    - Door: $65
  - VIP Seating for James Van Praagh
    - Early Bird: $120
    - Door: $120
- All Access and Platinum Badge Holders
  - Require an Add-On ticket for VIP Seating
    - Early Bird: $65
    - Door: $65
- Monday Post Conference
  - Early Bird: $95
  - Door: $105
- David Wilcock
  - Friday with Corey Goode
    - Early Bird: $65
    - Door: $75
  - Saturday Night Keynote
    - Early Bird: $55
    - Door: $65
- Monday Post Conference
  - Early Bird: $95
  - Door: $105
- Gail Thackray
  - Saturday or Sunday General Seating
    - Early Bird: $25
    - Door: $35
  - VIP Front Room Seat & Attunement
    - Early Bird: $75
    - Door: $85
- All Access and Platinum Ticket Badge Holders
  - Require an Add-On ticket for VIP Seating & Attunement
    - Early Bird: $50
    - Door: $50
- George Noory
  - The George Noory Forum Spaceship Earth
    - Early Bird: $25
    - Door: $35
- Speakers Reception & Awards Ceremony held by George Noory
  - Early Bird: $65
  - Door: $85
- Susan Miller
  - World Renowned Astrologer
    - Early Bird: $35
    - Door: $45
- Rapid Networking Event held by Renee Plane
  - Early Bird: $25
  - Door: $25

Toll Free: 800-367-5777
Friday  Feb 10th
FREE Readings, at Booth M10 7pm
Free mini chakra readings booth M10 upstairs by lectures

Saturday  Feb 11th
FREE Healing Pain-Releasing Emotional Blocks 6-7.30pm
LaJolla - Pain, relationships/career issues reflect stored emotional blocks. Spontaneous healing. Audience readings
All attendees receive a free small Blessed Crystal
Workshop- Calculate Trauma Dates to Heal 8-10pm
LosAngeles B- pin point actual dates when an energy block formed. Technique to discover karma & heal yourself/clients. Attunement to be medical intuitive (VIP individual attun.)

Sunday  Feb 12th
Workshop- Releasing past Life Issues 8-10pm
Marina - Discover and understand your past lives- release fear blocks, relationship issues, negative patterns & karma. Gail will clear karma & cut cords. VIP receive hands-on clearing.

Monday Feb 13th
Distant Healing 5-7.30pm
Free reading/blessing with book signing after events and at booth M10 (upstairs by lectures)
Spiritual Tours with Gail
John of God Brazil . Filipino Psychic Surgeons
Bali Healers & Temples . Hawaii Learn Intuitive Healing
UK Crop Circles. Costa Rica Develop Intuition
www.GailThackray.com

See us on STAND C455
Christopher Macklin Ministries

Intuitive Divine Healing

Christopher Macklin was born in Chester, England. He is a powerful Melchizedek Being, from the Infinite Dimension. Chris is also a channeling medium and healer, utilizing Divine Healing techniques, cultivated through Divine knowledge from God and the spirit world for over 30 years.

Lecture - What’s Going On In the World

Workshop - Divine Healing Experience

info@christophermacklinministries.com

417-334-6200

www.christophermacklinministries.com